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from Dr. Kevin Erickson • MASNA President

On behalf of the Marine Aquarium Societies of North

America (MASNA) and our many sponsors, welcome to
MACNA 2019, in Orlando, Florida.
We are proud to be celebrating aquaculture to
mark 31 years of marine aquarium education, trade,
and community in Florida—the center of marine
ornamental aquaculture in North America. To mark
our recent advancements in aquaculture, MACNA 2019
will feature not only the typical assortment of topics,
but also focus on various aspects of the aquaculture
journey that is often overlooked. With more than 150
exhibitors, 20-plus speakers, ten-plus workshops, meetups, and our reception and banquet events, there may
not be enough time to hear and see it all.
Promoting the ethical growth of the marine aquarium hobby, supporting captive breeding, culture, and
propagation efforts, and ensuring a sustainable future
for the marine environment are at the core of MASNA’s
goals. At MACNA 2019, we intend to elevate our efforts
in educational outreach, scholarship, and the healthy,
sustainable promotion of the marine ornamental hobby
with a closer focus on its practices.
In 2018, MASNA recognized Dr. Jamie Craggs for
his pioneering work in the sexual reproduction of
corals. As with many of the recent breakthroughs in
marine ornamental fish breeding, such advancements
were long thought to be impossible, and then, something that happened only by chance. However, we are
now able to successfully complete the lifecycle on an
entirely new scientific order of organisms. These techniques and technologies are now propagating through
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our industry; allowing researchers, labs, and aquaculturists alike to replicate his
successes, providing a viable
solution to the vital need for
sustainable sources of marine
ornamental organisms.
I encourage you all to read
MASNA’s Aquaculture Position Statement, written by
MASNA’s Director of Conservation, Tim Lyons, found
on page 62 in this program book. This MACNA promises
to open our eyes to an expansion of the breakthroughs
of the past year and what fueled these innovations. Additionally, read through Martin Moe’s “The Golden
Thread” article to understand just how astonishing and
noteworthy these recent breakthroughs are on the scope
of our previous 50 years of aquaculture advancements.
As you walk around the showroom floor, I would like you
to stop and take a look around. Notice how aquaculture
has impacted our hobby, not over the past ten years, but
just the past five. See how the exhibitors are also Celebrating Aquaculture, and ask them how aquaculture has
impacted and improved their business.
I encourage you all to share these moments and realizations with the MACNA community, whether through
the MACNA 2019 app, through social media with
the hashtag #MACNA2019, privately through email,
through our post-MACNA survey, or with us in-person.
Once again, welcome to MACNA 2019, and I hope you
all have an excellent time! ■

TOP: SHUTTERSTOCK; INSET: COURTESY KEVIN ERICKSON, PH.D.

WELCOME!
to Orlando & MACNA 2019
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Meet the “personable
pinnipeds” Clyde &
Seamore at SeaWorld
Orlando sea lions
show.

MAKING THE MOST OF ORLANDO

THINGS TO DO

by Bayley Freeman

Orlando’s Big Three: Walt Disney World,
Sea World, Universal Studios

For those who yearn for a classic theme park
experience, you are in the land of giants, the global
epicenter of famous family attractions. All of these
places are huge and potentially overwhelming; preplanning and perhaps budgeting is advised.
DISNEY WORLD
Disney’s Magic Kingdom, Epcot (a permanent world’s
fair), Disney’s Hollywood Studios, and Disney’s Animal
Kingdom. www.disneyholidays.com/walt-disney-world
SEA WORLD
Dolphin Cove, Shamu Stadium, Infinity Falls, Sesame
Street Land. www.seaworld.com/orlando

…if you can pronounce:
Okeechobee, Withlacoochee, Kissimmee, Thonotosassa, Micanopy, Ichnatucknee, Wewahitchka,
Chassahowitza, Ocoee, and Chocoloskee,
And you’ve visited:
Lone Cabbage, Fluffy Landing, Yeehaw Junction,
Spuds, Weeki Wachee, Roach Branch, Dogtown,
Two Egg, and Possum Bluff.

Orlando-Area Attractions

insular Florida, it’s a peaceful place that includes a bird
sanctuary and a Singing Tower with carillon bells. Feed
the Koi, visit the pollinator garden, and marvel at the
giant Victoria amazonica water lilies. Tickets $15, children $5, children under 5 free. www.boktowergardens.org

BOK TOWER GARDENS: WANDER FLORIDA’S
FAVORITE BOTANICAL EDEN
Botanical gardens and a 250-acre paradise designed by
America’s foremost landscape architect, Frederick Law
Olmstead. Located on one of the highest points of pen-

RIDE THE STARFLYER
See Orlando from the sky in the 450-foot-high thrill
experience that gives you a panorama view of the city
from the world’s tallest swing ride. They say safety is
the operators’ top priority but you may want to visit the

UNIVERSAL
Universal Studios, Islands of Adventure, Volcano Bay,
City Walk. www.universalorlando.com
KOBBY DAGAN/SHUTTERSTOCK

You’re a True Floridian…
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guide, gear, and education about how to
interact with the sea cows. Tours from $59.
www.riverventures.com/swim-with-manatee
RIDE LIKE A CRACKER THROUGH
A CYPRESS FOREST
Mount a Florida Cracker Horse and ride off
through unspoiled territory on trails through
cypress, oak, and palm hammocks. Forever
Florida’s guided tours will take you back in
time to land that looks as it did when Florida’s first settlers arrived. $50 for 45 minutes.
https://foreverflorida.com/horseback-ridingadventures
FISH FOR SPINY LOBSTERS
Don mask and fins and join the annual Floridian amateur harvest of Spiny Lobsters—
aka “bugs”. The season runs from August
6th through March 31st of next year, and
there’s plenty to be had. Best to connect with
a dive operator or local diver if you have not
done it before. Follow the link for specifics on regulations and permits. https://content.govdelivery.com/accounts/FLFFWCC/
bulletins/251b1a2

Star Bar before the ride for a Liquid Courage, a signature
schnapps drink. The ride lasts 3 to 4 minutes. No age
or weight limit, but you must be 44 inches tall to ride.
Tickets $12. www.starflyer.com
PEEK UNDERWATER AT THE SEALIFE
ORLANDO AQUARIUM
This small, family-friendly aquarium offers turtle talks,
interactive feeding shows with divers, and many habitats, including a jellyfish wall, shipwreck, ocean tunnel,
stingray cove, touch tank, and Everglades exhibit. Tickets
$25. www.visitsealife.com/orlando
Further Afield
SWIM WITH MANATEES AT CRYSTAL RIVER
Crystal River, a 90-minute drive from Orlando, offers visitors the chance to swim with the gentle giants of the sea, West Indian Manatees. The threehour pontoon boat and snorkeling tour includes a

8
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TAKE AN AIRBOAT TOUR OF THE SWAMP
Ride through the swamps and marshes in comfort on a
family-friendly, six-person airboat based in Kissimmee,
headwaters of the Everglades. You can glimpse all sorts
of wildlife, including gators and many kinds of birds. The
boat comes with a guide and high-tech headsets, which
enable passengers to ask questions along the way. Tours
$50 for 60 minutes, $65 for 90 minutes, or $85 for two
hours. https://spiritoftheswamp.com
GROUP TOURS
Join organized field trips to Miami, the Everglades, Crystal River and other popular destinations. If you need a
tour agency to plan your day trip and transport you to
and from your destination, Florida Dolphin Tours can
help. www.floridadolphintours.com

TOP: LITTLENYSTOCK /SHUTTERSTOCK; BOTTOM: BUMBLE DEE /SHUTTERSTOCK

Giant Victoria amazonica waterlilies at
Bok Gardens, a quieter side of Orlando.

SEE GATORS AND CROCS UP CLOSE
Here’s a taste of Old Florida tourism, a wildlife theme park founded in 1949, where you
can view alligators and crocodiles of all sizes,
including rare albinos, up close and personal. There are also big cats, snakes, tortoises,
and an aviary, with animal shows and a zip
line over pools of giant repitles, if the gators
alone aren’t enough to get your blood pumping. Tickets $30 for adults, $20 for kids, $25 for seniors.
www.gatorland.com

THE FLORIDA AQUARIUM
A nice public aquarium located in Tampa, this place
emphasizes its role in conservation of local reefs, ecosystems, and animals, including sea turtles and sharks.
Tickets from $31. www.flaquarium.org
DIVE IN CLEARWATER
It’s a two-hour drive to a taste of Gulf diving on natural ledges, artificial reefs, and wrecks off Tampa. Charter a boat and you may encounter rays, sharks, turtles,
dolphins, and other denizens of the Eastern Gulf.
www.tanksalotdivecharter.com

Orlando’s 450-foot
Starflyer, where
adrenaline junkies
can fuel up on
“Liquid Courage”
cocktails before
ascending. When in
Florida...

CLEARWATER MARINE AQUARIUM
This aquarium is a marine life rescue, rehabilitation,
and release center and home to “Winter”, the Atlantic Bottlenose Dolphin who starred in the Dolphin
Tale movie. Tickets $25 for adults, $20 for children.
www.seewinter.com
EVERGLADES NATIONAL PARK
A four-hour drive brings you to this stunning tropical
1.5 million-acre wetland park, where you can see endangered manatees, crocodiles, and perhaps even the rare
Florida panther. Take a glass-bottom boat ride, snorkel,
kayak through the park, or go fishing. Multiple entrances
in Homestead, Miami, and near Naples. www.nps.gov/
ever/planyourvisit/things2do.htm
OKEFENOKEE NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE
This 400,000-acre shallow blackwater wetland and wildlife sanctuary on the Florida-Georgia border is a great
place for a day of boating or a few days of canoe camping. It’s a three-hour drive from Orlando. Fishing is permitted year-round. It’s renowned for its preponderance
of flora and fauna, including many threatened and endangered species. www.fws.gov/refuge/okefenokee

Horseback riding with
Forever Florida.

SEE WILDLIFE AT HOMOSASSA SPRINGS
WILDLIFE STATE PARK
At this state park, visitors can watch manatees in a floating observatory, and it’s possible to see bobcats, black
bears, alligators, deer, and river otters here as well. This
park serves as a rehab center for injured animals and
is home to Lu, a senior citizen hippopotamus who appeared in TV shows and came to live at the park from
the San Diego Zoo in 1964. www.floridastateparks.org/
parks-and-trails/ellie-schiller-homosassa-springs-wildlife-state-park

One of several rare white leucistic alligators
at Gatorland Orlando, home to thousands of
crocodilians. https://www.gatorland.com
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T H U R S DAY

SCHEDULE
1–7pm

30
F R I DAY

Early Conference registration

7am–5pm

Conference registration open

C = Cobalt Workshop Room

10:00am

Exhibit Hall opens for MASNA members

N = Neptune Speaker Room

7:30-10am

APEX Users 7th Annual MACNA Meet-up

➊ = Beginner level
➋ = Intermediate level
➌ = Advanced level

10:00am

SCOTT MARTIN

11:00am

Exhibit Hall opens to all attendees

11:00am

DR. CHAD CALLAN

11:30

WORKSHOP • Artificial Reef Restoration

12:00pm

JAKE ADAMS

12:30pm

WORKSHOP • Fragging for the Future

1:00pm

JULIAN SPRUNG

1:00pm

MEET-UP • Women in Reefing

1:30pm

WORKSHOP • ICP-Analysis.com

2:00pm

DR. ANDREW RHYNE

2:30pm

MEET-UP • Shark & Ray Keepers

2:30pm

WORKSHOP • Coral Vue

3:00pm

TAMARA MARSHALL

N

4:00pm

DR. TIM HOVANEC

➊

6:00pm

Exhibit Hall Closes

7:00pm

Friday Night Reception — Speaker/Workshop
Rooms, Ballroom Level

KEY

Keynote Address
Vincent Chalias
has been an avid aquarist from an
early age. He is a graduate of Marine
Aquaculture from Montpellier University
in France. He’s one of the founders of
the first Indonesian Mariculture Farm,
and he has been culturing corals for over
20 years. He’s worked in many reef restoration
projects in Indonesia and Australia and has installed
farms in many places. He has traveled extensively, diving
and photographing the underwater world all over the
Indian and Pacific Oceans. He’s passionate about corals
and their habitat, and he spends a lot of his time sharing
this love for corals and reef gardening. He has extensive
experience with the marine ornamental industry, and he
has met a lot of the players in this industry, all the way
from collectors to retailers. He’s a writer for Reef Builders
and many other publications. Deeply involved with the
Indonesian ornamental industry from the early time, he’s
witnessed the birth and fall of the coral industry there.
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➌
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NOTE: All meetups are in Europe 1, Lobby Level.

TOPIC: What happened to the coral industry? A quick history

of the issues, the causes, and what we can do to fix it.
KEYNOTE LOCATION: Speaker/Workshop Rooms,

Ballroom Level
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S AT U R DAY

S U N DAY

8am–5pm

Conference registration open

8am–1pm

Conference registration open

9:00am

MARK CALLAHAN

9:00am

DR. BEN TITUS

9:00am

Annual MASNA Meeting

10:00am

Exhibit Hall opens to all attendees

10:00am

DR. SANJAY JOSHI

10:30am

WORKSHOP • ICP-Analysis.com

10:30am

MEET-UP • Seahorse & Pipefish

11:00am

DR. JUDY ST LEGER

11:30am
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11:30am
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12:00pm

ALYSSA GABRIEL
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1:00pm

MATT PEDERSEN

1:30pm

➊

N

N

N

C
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➊
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Workshop with MASNA

C

Exhibit Hall opens to all attendees

10:00am

COLIN FOORD

10:30am

WORKSHOP • Sex, Corals, & Aquaria

N

➋
C

DR. CRAIG BINGMAN, MASNA Award Winner
N

➊

11:30am

WORKSHOP • ICP-Analysis.com

12:00pm

DR. PAUL ANDERSON

12:30pm

Debate
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KATHY LEAHY
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Exhibition Hall closes
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WORKSHOP • Run Your Business, Don’t Let it Run
YOU

C

1:30pm

MEET-UP • Florida Marine Aquarium Society

2:00pm

TODD GARDNER

2:30pm

WORKSHOP • Club President & BOD

10:00am

11:00am

➋

➌

N

N

RAFFLE DRAWINGS!

➋

WORKSHOP • Reef Aquarium Disease: Diagnosis

and Treatment

C

2:30pm

MEET-UP • Aquarium Science Education

3:00pm

LOU EKUS

3:30pm

WORKSHOP • Terra Sub Aqua

4:00pm

RICHARD ROSS

6:00pm

Exhibit Hall closes

7-10pm

Saturday Night Banquet — Speaker/Workshop
Rooms, Ballroom Level

N

Friday at 1:00 and 4:15
Saturday at Noon and 3:45
Sunday at Noon and 4:00

N
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AT THE FINAL RAFFLE.
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The HYDROS WaveEngine will
forever change the way you manage
ﬂow within your reef aquarium(s).
JBJ USA
Pending

A single app controls a variety of
different
1100brand pumps from your
mobile device. Access all the features
you desire, without the need for
individual controllers and bulky
power supplies that require a
“bird’s nest” of cables and wires.

See it in action

BOOTH 516

HYDROS reserves the right to change/modify
this product without notice.
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MACNA 2019 • EXHIBITORS
ACI Aquaculture: 608
ADE: 1303
AJ’s Aquariums: 110
AlgaeBarn: 914
AquaChar: 1208
AquaFX: 702
Aquaholic Aquaculture: 1002
Aquaporium: 204
Aquaroche: 1017
Aquatic Experience: 1307
Aquatic Life: 504
AUTOAQUA: 1020
Bashsea: 303
BENEPETS: 119
Biota: 416
Blue Life USA: 906
Blue Seas Aquarium: 309
BrightWater: 919
Brightwell Aquatics: 117
Building an Obsession: 1004
Bulk Reef Supply: 820
Cairns Marine: 708
Captivating Corals: 604
CaribSea: 817
Carolina Aquatics: 222
Central Aquatics: 710
Chaos Aquaculture: 1206
ChemiPure/Boyd/Deltec: 716
Clear Water Scrubbers: 422
Coast Tropicals: 404
Cobalt: 410
CORAL Magazine: 215
Coral Restoration Foundation: 1315
Coraleros: 302
Coralsellerz: 204
Coralville: 125
CoralVue: 414
Crystal Dynamic Aquariums: 1212
David’s Aquariums: 101
DeluxeCorals.com: 221
Dirk: 103
Dr Tim’s Aquatics: 502
Dynasty Marine: 1111
Easy Reefs: 1301
EcoSystem Aquarium: 406
Ecotech Marine: 510
ELOS: 1015
ESV: 220
Eye Catching Coral: 115
Florida Keys Community College: 1218
Fluval: 114
Fraghouse Corals: 206
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Fritz Aquatics: 810
Fritz Lounge: 102
Frost Corals: 308
Gator Coral: 205
Got Corals: 401
Greg’s Corals: 306
Hanna Instruments: 501
Hikari: 112
Hobe Sound Frags: 602
Hydor: 918
ICP-Analysis: 516
iFragit Corals: 402
Industrial Test Systems (ITS
Sensafe): 912
INGENS Cultivos Marinos: 1005
Jason Fox Signature Corals: 202
JBJ USA: 1022
Jebao: 216
Jellyfish Shop: 318
Joe Know’s Reefs: 805
Kessil: 616
Kolar Labs: 315
Kordon: 921
LiveAquaria: 714
Living Reef Orlando: 903
Marco Rocks: 109
ME Coral: 802
Milwaukee: 506
Ming Trading: 1014
Mod Corals: 1101
Mode Aquariums: 1202
Neptune Systems: 610
New Life International: 108
noopsyche: 816
Ocean Inspirations: 801
Omega Sea: 915
ORA: 214
PIJAC: 1317
Pirates Reef Corals: 403
Piscine Energetics: 1010
Planet Aquarium: 312
PolypLab: 603
Poma Labs: 1012
Pop Corals: 1109
Poseidon Flow Technologies: 922
Prime Coral: 111
Pro Clear Aquatic Systems: 208
Proaquatix: 405
Prodibio: 916
Quantum USA: 121
Real Reef Rock: 310
Reef 2 Reef: 822

Reef City & More: 1001
Reef Kinetics: 803
Reef Nutrition: 720
Reef Obsession: 1210
Reef Pro: 106
ReefDreamz: 123
ReeFlo: 316
ReeFlowers: 412
Rising Tide Conservation: 1214
RK2 Systems: 908
Rob’s Reef: 113
Rod’s Food: 814
Roger Williams University: 1216
Rossmont: 317
Saltwater247: 304
SaltwaterAquarium.com: 508
San Francisco Bay Brands: 808
SB Reeflights: 420
Sea & Reef Aquaculture: 606
Sea Dwelling Creatures: 212
Sea Visions: 122
Seaside Aquatics: 1008
Select Corals: 804
Seneye / Aquadigital: 415
sera: 305
Sicce: 209
Smooth-On Inc: 1115
Solvi Reef: 1204
Spectrum Brands: 219
Step Ahead Innovations: 806
Strictly Fish Miami: 210
TECO: 120
TFT Distributors: 904
theReefbox.com: 1019
Top Shelf Aquatics: 703
Triton: 706
Tropic Marin USA: 301
Tunze: 605
Two Little Fishies: 320
Ultra Coral Australia: 314
Unique Corals: 910
University of Florida: 1313
US Fish & Wildlife: 1305
V2O Foods: 1018
Vibrant Corals: 902
Waterbox USA: 503
WWC: 408
Your Reef Aquarium: 701
Zen Reef: 1003
Zetlight: 1016
zoanthids.com: 601

Poster Sessions

Reception &
Banquet
Friday Welcome Reception
Dolphin Southern Hemisphere Ballroom 7-10pm
The Friday night reception will take
place at the WDW Dolphin Resort’s
Southern Hemisphere Ballroom.
Attendees will socialize and dance
the night away with entertainment
by “Live Rock,” a band composed of
marine world favorites Eric Cohen,
Curtis Bearden, Rick Oellers, and
Tullio Dellaquila.
Enjoy a drink and hors d’oeuvres on us, while discussing all things fishy. No need to drive home, as we’re
just steps from the exhibit hall and hotel suites. Tickets
are included in full-conference passes for both attendees
and exhibitors. Additional tickets are available at the registration booth. Be sure to grab your pass to one of the
coolest parties in town!

COURTESY OF WALT DISNEY WORLD SWAN AND DOLPHIN

Saturday Banquet - Sponsored by Kessil:
Dolphin Southern Hemisphere Ballroom, 7–10pm
The Saturday banquet will also be held in the WDW
Dolphin Resort’s Southern Hemisphere Ballroom from
7–10pm. Dress up in your finest fishy attire and join us
for a fully-catered dinner experience while we present
the MASNA Award, Aquarist of the Year, our 2019 scholarship recipients and more. You’ll also have a chance to
learn about MACNA 2020 in Phoenix, Arizona!
Our keynote for the evening is coral mariculturist
Vincent Chalias. Chalias has been deeply involved with
the Indonesian ornamental industry from early on, and
he’s witnessed the birth and fall of the coral industry
there. Join us for a dinner sensation celebrating 31 years
of MACNA just steps from our dazzling Orlando showfloor! Banquet tickets are included with Full Conference
Passes. No additional tickets are available.

The MASNA Scientific Poster Session allows for
advanced aquarists, undergraduate students, graduate
students, scientists, and citizen scientists to submit
posters on their current or past marine aquarium
related research projects.
The goal of the poster session is to allow
MACNA attendees to interact with these presenters
to provide a unique learning opportunity with an emphasis on feedback, education, and discussion. The
poster session occurs from 1:30–3:00pm on Friday
and Saturday in the exhibition hall. Presenters will
be with their posters to answer questions and sustain
an open dialogue between MASNA’s diverse member
base.
Posters will be judged by an expert committee
consisting of marine aquarium hobbyists and scientists. Prizes will be awarded at the 2019 banquet for
the best poster in each of the following categories:
Undergraduate Students, and Graduate Students.
Thank you to our 2019 MASNA Scientific Poster
Session Sponsors: Ecotech Marine, the Washington
DC Area Marine Aquarist Society (WAMAS), and
the Colorado Organization for Reef & Aquatic Life
(CORAL).
P001: A molecular assay for
illegally caught coral reef
fishes using cyanide poison.
Unal, Ebru; Bonanno, John
A.; Anderson, Paul A.; Rhyne,
Andrew L.; Romano, Tracy.
P002: Which fish should you
buy? A productivity-susceptibility analysis of the marine
aquarium trade. Baillargeon,
Gabrielle A.; Rhyne, Andrew L.
P003: Evaluating microalgae
species effect on survival
and feeding during early
larviculture for three pelagic
spawning marine ornamental
species. Sowaske, Grace E.;
Woolley Hutchins, Sarah A.;
Lipscomb, Taylor N.; DiMaggio,
Matthew A.

P004: Grow corals, grow.
Meckley, Isabelle.
P005: Meet the College of
the Florida Keys broodstock.
Appelhans, Jessie M.; Walsh,
Michelle; Knorr, Travis.
P006: The journey to a
cyanide free trade: Stopping cyanide fishing through
detection. Bonanno, John
A.; Breen, Nancy E.; Tlusty,
Michael F.; Andrade, Lawrence
J.; Rhyne, Andrew L.
P007: Optimizing culture
parameters of the cyclopoid
copepod Oithona colcarva.
Woolley Hutchins, Sarah;
Hauville, Marion; DiMaggio,
Matthew.
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by Martin A. Moe, Jr.

THE GOLDEN

Maroon Clownfish with
clutch of eggs: for the
early breeders, studying
the diet of reef fishes in
the wild provided clues
to solving the secrets of
larval rearing.
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THREAD
Everything on Earth is tied together. Life for all organisms is a huge mass
of intertwined and interdependent, yet still independent, biological threads. Biological existence is
composed of many such threads; for us humans, there are complex threads of Life: Reproduction,
Family, Shelter, Sustenance, Community, Learning, Time, Love, War, and many more. And the tapestry

MARK STRICKLAND / SEAPICS.COM

of threads is both the same and yet very different for every terrestrial and aquatic species.

Successful agriculture and aquaculture depends
on knowledge of how all these threads entwine
for each species that has fallen into the human
sphere. But there is one thread, one so important
as to be a Golden Thread, one that is both essential,
and the same—yet different—for every species.
And that is FOOD. The food of plants is sunlight,
carbon dioxide and various nutrients, and the food
of almost all animals is plants, other animals, and
sometimes a mix of the two.
In aquaculture it doesn’t need to be the natural
food that gives the target species the capacity to
survive and reproduce in the wild. That is certainly
the best food, but for the breeder, it only needs to
be an adequate substitute for the food that provides
for life, growth, and reproduction in nature. And,
with species new to culture, potential foods can be
determined though observation of feeding behavior and stomach analysis and then creation of a
food that meets as closely as possible the chemical
and physical and behavioral requirements of the
target species.
Commercial culture for marine fishes for human consumption has a very long history, as far
back as ancient Rome. The techniques for aquatic aquaculture, starting with mariculture, used
throughout the centuries and well into modern
times, consisted basically of capture of wild postlarval fish and rearing them in pens and contained
bays and estuaries until they were of proper size
for consumption. Interestingly, the technologies
for spawning and rearing the larvae of commercially valuable marine food fish just did not exist
and did not start to develop until as recently as the
1960s. Creating an artificial environment and an
acceptable food that would provide the larvae with
an adequate substitute for the oceanic planktonic
biosphere was beyond the existing knowledge and
technology before that time.

However, because of that long history of fish
culture in pens and ponds, there is often an assumption that the spawning and larvae rearing of
“ornamental” species for aquariums is a recent addition to a long-established technology of marine
fish aquaculture. That is not the case; the spawning
and larvae rearing of tropical marine food fish and
marine aquarium fish started within the same time
frame, from about 1970 to the present. Thus, as we
gather for MACNA 2019 with a theme of Celebrating Aquaculture, roughly a half century has passed
with many milestones and accelerating accomplishments in recent years. Things were no less exciting
50 years ago, but the learning curve was steep and
often ruthless back then. I know because I happened to be there.

E A R LY L A RVA L M YS T E R I E S
In the 1960s, marine fish reproduction and especially the nature, distribution, and requirements
for life and growth of marine fish larvae were unknowns and subjects of great speculation in most
marine aquarist discussions on breeding marine
fish, but interest was intense on how and if it could
be done. It was long recognized by marine fishery
science that marine fish and invertebrate larvae gain
a foothold on life as they passed through the world
of oceanic plankton and that these larvae must find
the golden thread of food within this environment
to survive. But still, with all the efforts commercial
fisheries and marine fishery science had put into
the augmentation of wild fish populations through
release of eggs and early larvae, and efforts on larval
rearing both in the lab and in pens, a functional
technology for rearing the larvae of marine tropical
fish was not developed until the early 1970s.
At that time there was an explosion of interest and commercial development in the promise of
mariculture. The farming of marine table shrimp
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P L A N K TO N B R E A K T H R O U G H
In the spring of 1969, I was offered a job as director of
research with a new company, Oceanography Mariculture Industries that had established quarters in a shopping center on the Florida east coast in West Palm Beach.
I knew from my previous work that there were two ways
to feed larval marine fish. The first was to collect and
maintain wild marine plankton, and that larval marine
fish could survive and pass through metamorphosis into
juveniles on what they could find in this mix of marine
plankton. But wild plankton was very iffy in its collection, maintenance, composition, and adequacy as a larval
food. It could not be relied upon to rear large numbers
of larvae. Then, during my work with pompano, a friend
named Phil Heemstra told me that Dr. Ruben Lasker, a
scientist at Scripps Institute of Oceanography, was working with a tiny marine microorganism, a rotifer, to study
the life history of herring. We scrambled to set up a rearing system and quickly found that rotifers could be reared
in vast numbers and were an acceptable first food for
pompano larvae.
Things unfolded in many unexpected ways, and in
1972 I left the Florida Pompano project and returned
to the University of South Florida to finish work on my
Ph.D., but I now had a key to that seemingly impenetrable door to breeding marine tropical fish for the emerging saltwater aquarium trade. By that time, awareness
that marine tropical fish larvae existed and developed in
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that strange world known
as oceanic plankton was
more and more becoming common knowledge;
but what they were like,
where they went, how
long they were larvae
before they became acMartin Moe
with Diadema
tual juvenile fish, and
antillarum
most important what
sea urchin in
they ate, were obstacles
the Florida
that caused many to have
Keys, where
the opinion that marine
he worked on
tropical fish could never
captive breeding
be bred. It was obvious
protocols for the
that the key to rearing
species.
the larvae of marine fish,
that essential thread of
animal existence—food—
was hidden in marine
plankton. What did they
eat? Obviously: very tiny
organisms, and many
thought that marine microalgae were the most
likely early food. But I knew that properly sized plankton
and/or cultured rotifers could provide the nutrition that
the early larvae of marine fish required. That knowledge
was like an itch that wouldn’t go away.
So while attending classes at USF, I worked out a basic
food for the adult Common Clownfish, Amphiprion ocellaris, by finding stomach analysis in the literature and
creating a food that could be frozen and properly sized for
feeding adult clownfish. I also looked at how to handle
and hatch the benthic eggs that they spawned, and then
creating a larva-rearing environment that provided an
adequate substitute for the food organisms and environment of an oceanic planktonic realm.
It worked, and soon in mid-1973, my wife Barb and
I were selling the world’s first Tank Raised Clownfish! As
unique as these fish happened to be, buyers were only
willing to pay the princely sum of thirty-five cents each,
or the equivalent of $2.02 in 2019 dollars. At the time
this was the price importers were paying for wild-caught
clownfish, and they would pay no more than that even
though the mortality rate for wild-caught clownfish
was huge and the mortality rate for tank-reared fish
was extremely low. But this opened the door to tropical
marine fish culture, if just a crack, and soon (actually it
took a few years) there were a few enterprising companies
in the business of breeding a number of species of marine
tropical fish. Things appeared promising.
What I didn’t realize was that although the marine
aquarium hobby was growing and becoming an important part of the aquarium world, it was not yet at the
point where it could economically support the culture of

MATTHEW L. WITTENRICH / MICROCOSM

was off and running and
there was a great deal of
interest and effort in developing the technology
for the commercial culture
of other marine species,
including Florida Pompano, Trachinotus carolinus. I was then the Senior
Fisheries Biologist at the
Florida Board of Conservation Marine Laboratory in St. Petersburg and
had just completed a paper on pompano culture
based on my oversight of
a project that captured
small Florida Pompano in
the surf off St. Augustine
and farmed them in large
ponds located on land between Matanzas Inlet and
the Atlantic Ocean. Pompano are an important
and highly valued commercially fished species in Florida and were an obvious
target for marine food fish aquaculture.

The first commercially bred
Ocellaris Clownfish produced
by the author in 1973.

The world’s first
commercial marine fish
hatchery, an old ice
house in St. Petersburg,
Florida.

clownfishes: Ocellaris, Tomato, Pink Skunk, Orange
Skunk, Clarkii Clownfish; and Neon Gobies. There were
only two commercial, marine tropical fish hatcheries
in that time period, Aqualife Research, and Neptune’s
Nurseries, a sister company of the rich and powerful
Aquarium Systems which had recently entered the field.
Aquarium Systems was determined to begin production
of marine tropical fish in the medium of Instant Ocean
aquarium salts. They hired my old friend Frank Hoff and
Tom Frakes to design and build the experimental phase
of their entry into breeding marine fish about three
blocks down the road from our location. This spawned
an interesting competition between the two companies.
We had history and we were friends, but we kept secrets,
and we had great interest in what they were up to and
what they had accomplished recently. We had different
problems and approaches—natural seawater versus artificial seawater—but we were both successful in producing tank-reared clownfish.
Our company moved to the Florida Keys in 1975, because, well, that’s where the fish are, or unfortunately,
were. Most experimental rearing work with marine tropT H E F I R S T CO M M E R C I A L H ATC H E RY
ical fish is conducted near where the fish occur in nature,
tropical waters around the world. One of the reasons we
My wife and partner Barb and I knew that we could not
moved to the Florida Keys was because that was where Atcontinue with clownfish broodstock tanks in the livlantic angelfishes—Queen, Blue, Rock Beauty, Gray, and
ing room, Neon Goby broodstock tanks in the laundry
French—lived and reproduced.
room, a larval rearing system
We worked with all of these speon the right side of the garage,
“It was obvious that the key to
cies, spawning on demand and
and a 4x8x2-foot growout tank
working on rearing the larvae.
on the left side of the garage.
rearing the larvae of marine fish,
I expected great results with all
We had to start a company and
that essential thread of animal
these species; after all, almost
find a place to build a hatchery.
existence—food—was hidden in
every species I had worked with
My Ph.D. program was getting
marine plankton. What did they eat?
up to that time, about 30, could
mired down, and since my fube reared through the larval
ture seemed to be now defined
Obviously: very tiny organisms…”
stages with the technology we
by tropical marine fish culture,
had developed.
in mid-1973 I sort of bowed out
By 1976, Aqualife was producing many clownfish
of continuing my academic career and concentrated on
and gobies and working on the production of other spea new venture, Aqualife Research, our fledgling marine
cies such as Yellowhead Jawfish, Royal Gramma, Yeltropical fish hatchery.
lowtail Damselfish (Jewelfish), Blue Hamlet, as well as
We found an old empty space, what used to be an
hogfish, Porkfish, and even Spiny Lobster, but by far the
old ice house in St. Petersburg on the shore of Bayboro
most effort was expended on angelfishes. The golden
Harbor and, on a shoestring, we built the world’s first
thread was food, and it was snarled in a bottleneck for
commercial marine fish hatchery. The shoestring was
us. Rotifers had proved very valuable as first foods for
evident, but we were soon commercially producing

MARTIN A. MOE

marine tropical fish. (There would eventually be more
than a few entrepreneurial skeletons and failed companies in this early aquaculture closet.)
We were still working with my small garage-based
marine tropical fish hatchery when the subject of additional species came up. Would breeding other species
of marine tropical fish be adaptable to the technology
we had developed? And if so, what species would be the
best to try next. The obvious choice was the Neon Goby
(then Gobiosoma oceanops, now Elacatinus oceanops).
This small, brilliantly blue and back, parasite picking,
coral reef dweller was a popular marine tropical fish even
in those early days; it could be easily kept and induced
to spawn in small tanks, and had a history of breeding
experimentation. But in 1973, when my experiments
began, there was no record or reports of Neon Gobies
being reared through the larval stage, at least not in the
scientific literature or in marine aquarium circles. We
were quickly successful at breeding hundreds of Neon
Gobies with the same equipment and technology that
was successful with clownfish.
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other larvae, but they did not work for all species. It
Copepods and other marine bugs like amphipods are,
turned out that only Gray and French Angelfish had
or were, a missing essential biological element in the mieggs (1mm) of the size that showed promise of adaptcrocosm of a marine reef/fish aquarium. I believe that
ing to our rearing techniques. It also turned out, and it
recognition and availability of this micro-planktonic elewas an unpleasant surprise, that these larvae absolutely
ment to the science of modern marine aquarium mainwould not feed on rotifers. Distenance and marine fish culture
section of larval stomachs prowill be helpful in coming years
“I believe that recognition of this
duced nary a rotifer but often a
to greater success with the capcopepod or copepod nauplii or
tive ecology of reef aquariums
micro-planktonic element will be
two would show up in otherwise
and essential to the culture of
essential in leading to greater
empty stomachs. So we went
many marine species. This desuccess with the captive ecology of
back to wild plankton, which
velopment could extend and
reef aquariums and essential to the
within the variable parameters
enlarge the thread of vital foods
of collection, maintenance,
that winds through the marine
culture of many marine species…”
and dealing with various conaquarium hobby and needs to be
taminants, worked well, and we
a very important element in the
reared thousands, and even hybridized the two species.
successful modeling the modern reef aquarium to the
But it was obvious that there had to be a way to culintimate world of Mother Ocean.
ture copepods. We tried, tried very hard, but given the
I think that in the future, we will have to distance
resources we had back then, and the equipment and
the marine aquarium hobby from a dependence on the
knowledge we did not have, it was not possible for us to
oceanic environment further than ever before. Not only
develop an adequate method of culturing copepods for
will we have to rely much more on marine aquaculture
feeding small larvae.
to provide life for marine aquariums, we will have to use
the knowledge and biological structure of captive maO N WA R D TO D OT T YB AC K S & D I A D E M A
rine environments to better understand and help correct
the rapidly increasing physical and chemical decay of the
The 1980s and 1990s saw tremendous changes in the
natural marine environments of our Earth. The Golden
marine aquarium hobby: great growth, changes in techThread of human life on this planet may depend on it. ■
nology and equipment, development of live sand aquariums, live rock aquariums, marine reef aquariums, lighting from fluorescent to metal halide to LED, and even
Acknowledgements
DNA sequencing becoming important in taxonomy of
This is my personal story, but many others, too many to credmarine animals. My time was spent writing books and
it here, played key roles in getting us from the earliest days of
articles and later in developing a method for rearing the
clownfish breeding to today’s successful culture of tangs and magOrchid Dottyback in a small room in our house in Ft.
nificent marine angelfishes. There are so many individuals in so
Lauderdale. Then from 2000 to 2019 most of my time
many university and government laboratories and so many priwas spent in larger, but still home-based marine culture
vate companies and people working from home and creating small
lab in our home in Islamorada (back in the Keys) workbusinesses who have advanced the knowledge of breeding marine
ing out the technology for spawning and rearing the
fish and invertebrates that listing them all and describing their
keystone herbivore of the coral reefs, the Longspine Sea
accomplishments would fill a very thick volume. Many of these
Urchin, Diadema antillarum.
people will be attending MACNA 2019, and I hope to see many
So, taking a jump from the early 1970s to almost
old friends here. Some are still making things happen now that in
2020, a leap of close to 50 years, we are finally at the
the not too distant past were considered impossible. They are all
point where copepod culture is becoming an important
part of an unbroken thread in the tapestry of marine aquarium
part of marine aquarium husbandry and breeding. And
science, trade, and hobby.
it seems like this happened relatively quickly once things
began to come together.
Martin A. Moe, Jr. is a marine biologist, experimental
Bacteria have long been a foundation to the underaquaculturist, and author of numerous books, including
standing and operation of the biology and ecology of
The Marine Aquarium Handbook, Beginner to Breeder
the captive marine systems know as marine aquariums.
(Revised & Expanded Edition). Microcosm/TFH, 2009
But there was something missing, or at least not recognized or not widely appreciated in the food webs of
READ MORE
a marine aquarium. It was long known that the plankThis article is excerpted for MACNA 2019 from The Golden
tonic element of oceanic ecology was missing from
Thread, which is available for reading and reference at:
www.CORALmagazine.com/goldenthread
small captive systems, but it appeared that there was
nothing we could effectively do about this omission.
That is changing.
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Sea & Reef Aquaculture would LOVE to see you
at booth #606. Come enter our FREE raffle for a chance to
win a pair of Longfin Phantom and Orange Storm Clownfish!

100% Captive-Bred Marine Ornamental Fish

www.seaandreef.com | Sales@seaandreef.com | facebook.com/Seaandreef
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LIVESTOCK

IN LIMBO

Turmoil has marked the last couple of years in the
world of marine livestock, following bad news from three major
aquarium fisheries. Collection has been severely interrupted
in the state of Hawai’i, and early 2018 saw a complete and
followed a few months later by Indonesia, the world’s main
coral supplier, suspending exports of all live corals, wild or
farmed. This has wrought havoc on the marine livestock trade
worldwide; shops selling corals closed, while coral farmers and
collectors lost their jobs. The closure of these significant sources
of livestock brought chaos to an otherwise very healthy industry.
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surprising shutdown of the coral and live rock trade in Fiji,

A veteran mariculturist
ponders the challenges
and future sourcing
of aquarium corals
and fishes.

Bed of broodstock Acropora spp. corals
at Bali Aquarium, the author’s large
mariculture farm in Indonesia.

W H AT H A P P E N E D?
When officials who are opposed to the aquarium and/
or live coral fisheries trade take office, they often claim
to evaluate it then decide to leave it, regulate it, or close
it. In Indonesia, there is a history of irregularities due to
stiff competition and lack of control over the issuance
of licenses. Too many licenses, too many competitors,
and price wars force the industry to take shortcuts, and
eventually problems come to the attention of officials.
They must decide to either regulate it or shut it down.
Most of the time, they don’t understand the ins
and outs of the coral fisheries industry, and they don’t
try to learn about it; it’s easier for them to just shut
it down. If you’re not a priority fishery, that’s a death
sentence, because there are no resources to regulate
and control it. This means that, if we don’t clean up

our act ourselves, nobody will do it for us.
A good attack is better than a good defense
in this case; we need to take the correct
actions. Our industry has so far been too
passive, too conservative, and too shy, trying not to attract any attention. Well, this
strategy doesn’t work anymore. It’s time to
go on the attack.

W H AT W I L L H A P P E N TO
T H E S E P L AC E S?
In Indonesia, wild coral collection was
sentenced to a death penalty, which will
go into effect in 2020. The plan was to
slowly replace wild collection with coral
mariculture. Recalcitrant wild exporters
have been hoping to turn this decision
around for many years and focus all their
energy into lobbying instead of just investing in farming. The government, not seeing any progress, lost patience and shut it
down.
We coral farmers are the first ones to
blame. For many years we abdicated the
power to represent coral mariculture to
the wild exporter association. We were
lumped into the same lot as wild collectors, and we were treated like them by the
government. We were effectively lobbying
for wild collection rather than of promoting mariculture.
It took this horrible shock of having
exports of both wild and farmed corals
prohibited to makes us ask: Where do we
want to go? Why are we doing it?
We have created a new coral farmer association, which was quickly welcomed to
the negotiation table. We lost a lot of time
due to internal coral association politics
and the elections in Indonesia. We are
confident that coral mariculture will open again soon,
and we hope that things will start happening faster.
W H O I S TO B L A M E?

I don’t like pointing fingers, but we need to realize that
whatever happens, as reef conditions in the wild decline, this industry will find more and more opponents
along the way. The chances of trade opponents getting
an official to speak out against any form of captive marine livestock keeping will grow. We can’t deny it; we
just have to deal with it. If we are too busy fighting each
other, we will get nowhere. Our associations are the first
defense against bad political decisions. They need to be
active and have political and financial power. More than
anything, they need to make decisions that take us in
the direction of sustainability.
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Above: Before the ban: a Bali
Aquarium crew creating a batch
of stony coral frags to be plugged
into grow-out frames in one of
several nurseries in the waters off
Denpasar, Bali, Indonesia.
All exports of wild-harvested
and farmed live corals have been
subject to a government ban
that started in May, 2018. An
estimated 10,000 jobs and tens
of millions of dollars in trade have
been lost.
Opposite: Rack of Lavender
Acropora valida being grown in
anticipation of a resumption of
exports of farmed corals from
Indonesia.

The only solution is to stay perfectly clean and active. Sustainability must
become the norm, not just a buzzword. It has been used too many times to cover
flaws. This has to stop. The loophole must be closed, not covered up.
Another priority should be to provide good living conditions to all the small collectors and farmers, not only the traders. Why would a politician support an industry that brings little revenue to the government and the people at the bottom? The
benefits go into the pockets of a few people who don’t even get their hands wet, and
very few taxes are collected. It damages the reef,brings little revenue to collectors and
farmers, and we don’t collect much in taxes. No wonder we are facing some issues.
We coral exporters in Indonesia are the only ones to blame. We were inactive,
we let people take shortcuts, we were scared of exposure, and some or us—not
all—went for the cheapest product, regardless of quality and practices. We need
to be pro-active, and we need to promote, document, monitor, inform, educate,
and be out there on the reef doing the right thing, while at the same time being in
politicians’ offices educating them so they understand what we are doing. When
you listen to these officials, their perceptions and misconceptions of our industry
are the biggest threat.

W H AT C A N W E D O TO AVO I D I T?
Most governments don’t have the finances, the personnel, or the will to regulate
this industry. The only solution is self-regulation, which trade associations need
to have. Regulatory, technological, and financial solutions exist, but we need to
commit to using them. If we don’t, we can’t blame governments for not doing
it. The biggest problem in these associations is the lack of leadership. Everybody
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has his own view, and nobody wants to follow someone
else’s advice. But you know what? If we don’t unify, we
won’t survive. (I know, this is a long way from where
you may be keeping or selling corals, but what happens
in Indonesia has real impacts on the diversity of marine
livestock available to you.)
Fortunately, there are plenty of solutions for each
problem. For example, for deteriorating reef conditions,
we’ve been relying on third-party reef restoration/
conservation projects that love to take all the credit
for it. Government officials never knew that our
mariculture farms were supplying all the corals used for
these projects. Again, it’s our fault, as we were happy to
stay out of the spotlight. Industry associations need to
finance their own projects and promote them. The time
of silence is over! Better public communication about
the good things that come out of the aquarium hobby
and trade are the only solution.
Many governments don’t invest in the sciences
anymore. In my opinion, industry associations need to
be doing it, like MASNA or the public aquariums, giving
grants to students and researchers to work on industryrelated subjects. Industry associations need to finance
sciences, which will insure their prosperity and future.
In some places, the livestock trade has a problem
with bad collection practices leading to calls for shutting everything and everybody down. As RVS Fishworld
showed us in the Philippines, they took responsibility and went out to train fishermen and restore their

income and coastal communities. RVS took action
and it worked. The solution is to be active and attack
the problems.

A R E A NY OT H E R P L AC E S AT R I S K?
There are still several places that are open for business in
wild coral collection. The demand is high and prices are
up, so danger lurks if these places don’t take active steps
toward self-regulation. We must accept that there is no
perfect industry, and that in all walks of life there are
people want to make it last and others who just cash out
as fast as possible. We must not let the bad actors drag
all the rest of the trade down.
All places where tropical corals naturally occur are
at great risk. Many reefs are degrading, and if fisheries
in these areas don’t change the way they operate, they
will be shut down. The coral industry and livestock trade
must be a pillar in protecting the reefs we profit from.
So many solutions exist: training collectors and
improving their lives, improving captive breeding and
farming, creating traceability solutions, implementing
sustainable quotas, creating no-take zones, reducing or
stopping collection of vulnerable species, and actively
participating in reef restoration.
I S A CO R A L R E S I S TA N C E H A P P E N I N G?
Because corals are in high demand, their value goes up.
Sites where freight was once too expensive, the location too remote, or the cost too high, are becoming
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Diver studies a wild colony
of Lobophyllia hemprichii. If
wild collections are banned,
mariculturists in the future will
need special licenses to harvest
new broodstock specimens.

TOP: NICOLE HELGASON; BOTTOM: VINCENT CHALIAS

Bottom: Exceptional wild
Symphillia sp. coral in
Indonesian waters. Such slowgrowing large-polyp corals do
no lend themselves to efficient
captive culture with current
systems and practices.
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financially viable. Many places are opening up, in part
for collection but mainly for coral mariculture. Indonesia basically shot itself in the foot in this long shutdown
of the farmed coral trade. Many other countries are now
setting up for mariculture. Places that used to have coral
mariculture, like the Solomon Islands, or new places
such as Kenya, are issuing new regulations to promote
coral mariculture. It’s only a matter of time before we
see more diversity of cultured corals than ever before.
This will lead to new competition, and a fresh set of challenges for some established aquaculture operations.

I S M A R I C U LT U R E T H E S O LU T I O N ?
Mariculture is the future, but it is only part of the
solution. Mariculture is most appropriate for fastergrowing coral species. With more and more bleaching
and violent weather events, and more terrestrial nitrogen
being released onto reef areas, we can expect regular losses
of farms. Some groups, such as mushroom anemones
and zoanthids, are better farmed in land-based facilities.
Slow-growing LPS need to be sexually reproduced in
hatcheries and grown in mariculture farms.
Science plays an important role in this equation.
This is a major investment, as important as building new
facilities. Knowledge barriers must be broken down. You
can’t artificially propagate brain corals until you know
how they reproduce naturally. The most important fact

about coral mariculture is that it’s the key to any reef
restoration in the future. We need to be in the driver’s
seat of this new industry so we that don’t get forgotten
or shut down.

W H AT A B O U T W I L D CO L L E C T I O N?
The inescapable reality facing all of us in the marine
aquarium world is that wild collection is something that
will slowly fade away and be replaced by aquaculture
and mariculture. There is no way to stop this process,
but if a wild fishery is properly managed, backed by
science, and stable, it can last longer. Fishermen are free
people; they are hard to control, and in many regions
there’s no oversight out there. If they want to operate for
longer periods, the decision is theirs. It’s in the hands
of the whole industry to support it or not and push the
fishermen to take corrective steps to make their fisheries
sustainable, traceable, and science-backed.
The list of fish being bred is growing every day, and
this is a good step, but it’s just the first step, one of many,
many more that need to be taken. There’s a difference
between breeding 10 small fish at home or in a lab
versus producing 10,000 of them every month. When
I entered my marine aquaculture university, there was a
saying: “If you want to end up with thousands of dollars
in the aquaculture industry, you need to start with
millions.” I think this is still true. With wild specimens
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available and priced lower, many people will choose
wild. So, unfortunately, until wild collection is stopped,
aquaculture will not really take off. Most people won’t
pay the price difference. This leaves few options for the
marine ornamental aquaculture industry:
• Selling directly to stores or retailers, who can sell at
a higher price.
• Concentrating on producing high-end, new and rare
varieties.
• Supporting the closure of wild collection.

W H AT I S L A N D - B A S E D FA R M I N G ?
Terrestrial coral farming is already a major component
of live coral production, and it will always be the twin
sister of coral mariculture, for a few reasons:
• Ability to make much smaller fragments in landbased, clean, predator-free facilities;
• Ability to produce aquarium corals, already adapted
to captive conditions, sometimes with different
coloration than their wild ancestors;
• Ability to conserve and share unique pieces of corals.
FINAL THOUGHTS
I’m optimistic regarding the coral trade, but not so
cheerful about the health of coral reefs around the
world. As climate changes intensify, coral mariculture
will disappear with the loss of healthy reefs, and in the

end only closed-system-cultured corals will remain. No
matter how much I deny it, I can see this with my own
eyes every day of my life. Unfortunately, it is our duty
to preserve and propagate as many species as possible,
as quickly as possible in our aquariums, as they will
probably be these corals’ last home. ■
Vincent Chalias has been an avid aquarist from an early age. He
is a graduate in Marine Aquaculture from Montpellier University in France. He is one of the founders of the first Indonesian
mariculture farms, and he has been culturing corals for more
than 20 years. He’s worked in many reef restoration projects in
Indonesia and Australia and has installed farms in many places.
He travels extensively, diving and photographing the underwater
world all over the Indian and Pacific Oceans. He’s passionate
about corals and their habitat, and he spends a lot of his time
sharing this love for corals and reef gardening. He is a contributor to Reef Builders, CORAL Magazine, and numerous other
publications. Deeply involved with the Indonesian ornamental
industry from the early time, he’s witnessed the birth and the
recent fall of the coral trade there. Vincent operates Bali Aquarium, based in Denpasar, Bali.
ONLINE
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MASNA-CORAL Magazine Survey • Special to MACNA 2019

IT’S 2050:

Bleached stands of stony corals on an
Indonesian reef: ominous signs for the future
of aquarium livestock collection in the wild.
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ROSTISLAV AGEEV/SHUTTERSTOCK

W H E R E W I L L YO U G E T YO U R
AQ U A R I U M F I S H E S & C O R A L S ?

In a landmark Livestock Survey* conducted by CORAL Magazine

for

MACNA 2019, we asked 30,000-plus marine aquarium hobbyists, livestock retailers and
importers, as well as professional and academic aquarists, where they think their livestock
will be coming from in the decades between now and 2050, that being the year many
marine biologists say will mark the end of wild, stony-coral-dominated reefs as we know
them. (*Responses under 5.2% error at 95% confidence interval.) Among the highlights:
• 84% already prefer to buy or acquire aquacultured livestock, if given the choice;
• 56% think they will be able to source both aquacultured and wild livestock in the future;
• 98% believe that buying sustainably harvested or cultured livestock will be important.

A SAMPLING OF OPINIONS:
I N T H E I R OW N WO R D S
The Livestock Survey drew an overwhelming response,
with some representative, as well as provocative opinions,
collected here:
QUESTION: How do you envision the future of marine livestock sourcing in the next 20-30 years? Where will we be by
2050? Major challenges? Major opportunities? Could the
marine hobby survive without wild collection, with most
species aquacultured, maricultured, or produced by smallscale breeders and farmers?
Sabine Penisson, Marine Life France, Paris, France:
“Honestly, I don’t know if the aquarium trade will still
be alive in 2050...with all the anti-wild-pet activists and
their lobbying, aquarists may become an endangered
species, looked at as archaic, part of a bizarre, cruel, and
decadent hobby. If we still have aquariums, they’ll all be
populated with 100-percent aquaculture species.”
Matthew Carberry, Sustainable Aquatics, Tennessee,
USA: “Right now in 2019, if the trade of wild-collected
specimens for the aquarium trade were to be suddenly
halted, I believe it would be crippling, as it would shrink
the overall hobby by reducing the supply of organisms
and in turn the number of people participating. Within
the next 10–15 years even, I believe it will be possible
to supply a growing hobby without large-scale wild collection. I would hope that even in the future, there are
sustainable collectors making a healthy living by careful
harvest of marine life; this assigns a value to the reefs
where these animals are collected and provides valuable
revenue.
Thomas Lisciandra, MASNA, Nevada, USA: “I think if the
hobby, industry, and science triangle can’t organize financially, the hobby will be wiped out and non-existent
by 2050. Aquatic life will only be seen in large pay-to-see

aquariums. The blinders need to come off, and people
need to stop waiting for exporting [of wild corals and
fish] to come back online. Anti-aquarium activists must
be put to task when using false information to further
their agendas. Our group cannot sit back and smile happily while watching it all fade away. I think the hobby
and trade could survive without wild-harvest if things
were organized and groups worked together. The bird enthusiasts survived after wild collection ended.”
Adam Mahne, North Carolina, USA: “I envision the aquarium hobby of 2050 the same as it is now, with a few
more species on the ‘No Wild Collection’ list though,
and those that are for sale will need proof of aquacultured status—very similar to the reptile industry.”
Steven Hussey, University of Pretoria, Pretoria, South
Africa: “Due to the decline in coral health in light of
climate change, I predict there will be a moratorium on
wild-caught specimens in most regions within the next
20–30 years. Aquacultured and aquarium-cultured specimens will be the rule, not the exception. Slow-growing
LPS will likely become something of a luxury.”
Jen Lowy, Colchester Pet, Connecticut, USA: “I think
we’ll only be offering aquacultured fish and corals in
20–30 years. But in order for that to happen, we need
more people and facilities to step up and breed fish. We
need to have influencers in our field really advocating
for aquaculture and showing people how important it
is. We have some people who are doing just that, but
we need more. It also doesn’t help that people can see
a wild-caught fish for $20 right next to its aquacultured
counterpart for $80.”
Bill Capman, Augsburg University, Minnesota, USA:
“Wild sources/populations will probably be declining
(in large part due to loss of habitats). Some species that
are currently easily obtainable in the aquarium trade will
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available for purchase will be aquacultured, but wild colprobably become unavailable (as has been the case with
lection will still be needed on a smaller scale to provide
some freshwater fish over the past 50+ years or so). Capgenetic diversity and fitness of aquacultured animals.
tive-bred livestock will probably become a more promiIf states and countries continue to close their fisheries
nent part of the trade.
to collection, it will merely drive collection to the black
“Without wild fish, I believe the hobby can persist,
market. If this occurs, it will be disastrous for the viabilassuming the majority of hobbyists are not priced out. It
ity of many, many species. As the old saying goes, ‘Farm
is already possible to have a reef tank very well stocked
a resource. Don’t mine it.’”
with all captive-propagated corals (one can even stock
a tank well with only corals propagated by friends and
Anke Morbitzer, North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany: “I
local aquarium club members). However, people doing
would still want to have wild-caught fish, as it is also a
breeding work will really need to be dedicated and paying
source of income for rural communities and a reason
close attention to ensure that species are not lost from
to take care and preserve reefs
captive breeding programs, and
and other biotopes. But breedto ensure captive lines don’t
“I believe the hobby will not only
ing and aquaculture can help
decline and lose viability due
survive but thrive with most species
to promote and finance reto inbreeding or carelessness in
search about many species and
choice of individuals for breedaquacultured, maricultured, or
their reproduction and breeding.”
produced by small scale breeding and
ing. Without the aquarium or
farmers. In the last few years, we’ve
zoo business, there would be
Shaun Sabey, A Reef Oasis,
come so far with aquaculture; I feel it’s no reason to put money into
Utah, USA: “In the next 20breeding programs.”
30 years, wild harvest will be
just the tip of the iceberg.”
mostly shut down and everyNic Dos Santos, Ultra Coral Austhing will need to be aquatralia, Queensland: “By 2050, we will be selling spawned
cultured. Challenges? We still have a lot more to learn
and farmed corals only with zero wild take. We are planabout first foods, aquaculture, and coral spawning. I
ning to farm and spawn corals on a very large scale.”
think the door to opportunity is just opening.”
Jamie Baquero, Quebec, Canada: “Collection of marine
ornamentals from the wild will be prohibited. Coral
reefs around the globe will be wiped out because of
mismanagement and climate changes. The marine
aquarium hobby won’t survive. Hobbyists are always
looking for exotic and rare specimens that only Mother
Nature can supply.”
Jake Phillips, Biota Aquarium, Florida, USA: “In the next
20 years we’ll likely see a larger shift towards aquaculture as a whole. The shutdown of Indonesian corals was
a wake-up call which caused more and more hobbyists, brick and mortar stores, and wholesalers to invest
in their own aquaculture facilities stateside. Hobbyists
also have shifted towards a more aquacultured focus in
coral purchasing with the ‘designer or name brand corals in the industry. Many of the older-school hobbyists
will say they miss the good ol’ days of getting massive
Acropora colonies in from the wild, but they’re quickly
being replaced by hobbyists showing off the massive
colony growth from a tiny frag, which is a much prouder feat. The industry has started to speak with its wallet
on this issue, but it does need to move further into fish
production and commercialization of as many species
as possible.”
Sid Stetson, Hatfield Marine Science Center, Oregon,
USA: “In the future, I believe that most marine species
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Michael Wilkshire, Texas, USA: “I’ve been in the hobby
since the late 1980s. To see the progress that has been
made in the last five years in captive-breeding of fish is
amazing. I think in the next 20 years we’ll see almost all
of our fish and corals come from captive breeding programs and aquaculture.”
John Prescott, Fish Disease Diagnostics Ltd, Wales, UK:
“Each year there will be small increases in captive-bred
species. Gradually increasing regulations and outright
bans will be imposed, and simultaneously hobby
awareness will grow. Within 15 years, at least 40% of
marine fish, and even more corals can be expected to be
sourced by sustainable means, either from hatcheries or
natural cultures, by man-made rearing in the sea.”
Joseph Stevens, Oklahoma, USA: “The reefs that survive
climate change will need to be protected. The hobby will
be supplied by captive breeding and coral aquaculture.”
Shane Willis, National Aquaculture Training Institute, Victoria, Australia: “Changing regulation will continue to be
the biggest hurdle for the industry and will make major
changes. There is likely to be a significant restriction of
wild collection with a major shift towards aquacultured
livestock. There are major opportunities in developing
selectively bred varieties, like we see in clownfish, for
many other species. However, if wild collection stopped

ORA Gigas Clams, once only
wild-collected, an aquacultured
re-introduction in 2019.

hand, ecological problems such as overexploitation
and contamination are causing some species to become
scarcer. Ultimately, marine ornamentals will follow the
history of freshwater ornamentals, where wild species
will be replaced with captive-bred organisms. New varieties will arise, as we can see within clownfish and all
their hybrids and variants.”
Thomas Watson, Watson Mariculture Palau “Future
marine aquarium livestock will be cultured in native
environments by farmers, stewards of the environment.
There are major challenges to wild harvest: climate
change and ocean acidification will lead to insufficient
wild populations unable to maintain stock levels. I think
the trade can survive, but some wild collection would be
needed to get broodstock/gametes.”
John Tolbert, M&G Reef Imports: “I predict that corals
will eventually be 80–90% maricultured or aquacultured; less than 10% will be wild. Eighty percent of fish
will eventually be captive-bred as new technology allows
for fish to reproduce successfully in captivity.”

today, there are not enough species being produced to
sustain the trade into the future. There would be a major
issue with the loss of jobs in source countries [because
the] majority of production is likely to occur in developed countries. There would also likely be a decrease in
species kept, as some may have reproductive and/or production traits that make them impossible or uneconomical to produce.”
Kris Cline, Carolina Aquatics, North Carolina, USA:
“Ultimately, I think it will all be determined by he enduser requests. Sustainable collecting and aquaculture
are great and very important, however, if the end-user
will not pay the price required, it may not be effective.
I believe [the marine aquarium hobby] would survive
[without wild-harvest], but it would not be the same.”

OCEANS REEFS AND AQUARIUMS

Brian Waugh, Niagara Coral Show, Ontario, Canada:
“I believe the hobby is going to take a major hit if
the suppliers don’t start now at genuinely finding
aquacultured sources and allowing the natural reefs a
chance to reestablish themselves.”
Eliezer Zuñiga Villarreal, INGENS Cultivos Marinos,
Mazatlan, Mexico: “In my opinion, this is just the beginning. Almost all aquarium fishes and invertebrates
can be captive-bred if enough effort is applied to succeed, but it is the individual aquarist who needs to ask
for it when choosing his or her livestock. On the other

Bob Zaremba, ORG Aquaculture Farm, Georgia, USA:
“I see a push towards small scale aquaculture as our
technologies and knowledge continue to improve. We
are currently breeding species that were never thought
possible outside of the larger mariculture labs and
universities. This trend will continue as more and more
amateur hobbyists have access to copepods and other
first foods, and we improve our breeding protocols and
share that information with our peers. We must evolve
to this point in order to survive. We should set a goal to
achieve 80% self-sustaining aquaculture by 2040.”
Chris Turnier, World Wide Corals, Florida, USA: “World
Wide Corals {WWC] hopes that by 2050 most corals
sold by vendors will be in-situ aquacultured. This will be
deemed necessary as the planet’s state, as it is now, does
not bode well for future wild collection. Coral farming
will become that much more important in the coming
years, as many of the ‘wild’ sources that we now utilize
will most likely close.
“Hobbyists will become even more important as
their success will keep the all-important diversity that
makes this hobby so interesting moving forward. They
will inject new color morphs and possibly species back
to established and reputable farmers/vendors, who
will then grow those corals on a commercial scale and
distribute them back into the industry.
“Farming of marine fish and inverts will be a major
challenge, and it will have its advancements, but without
proper funding, these will be limited. Huge opportunities
abound for those farms (large- and small-scale) that can
find a niche in supplying the hobby the diversity it so
desperately desires.
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“It will be tough [to go without wild harvest], but
we will find a way! Loss of fish and invert diversity will
probably be the most difficult aspect going forward.
“New discoveries are bound to be made, and at a
more rapid rate. Now, that said, this can only happen if
information is shared between the farmers (both smallscale breeders and larger-scale farms). Transparency is
key for the future of fish and invertebrate breeding.
“As it stands now, most of the private farms are
‘closed’ and, unlike the AZA, which shares their
breakthroughs and ideas, our side of the industry does
not, citing ‘profitability reasons.’ This must change, as
the breakthrough from one company, if shared, will
mean the growth of the industry as a whole. If not, it
will probably stay flat without any growth and might
eventually fail, as the cost of these animals will stay high
and that, in turn, will not allow this industry to attract
the beginner reefers/aquarists that it so desperately
needs to grow and prosper.”

Junkai Ong, Aquarium Iwarna Pte Ltd, Singapore: “More
species will be bred. More captive-breeding operations
will exist. Captive deformities will be reduced. The most
difficult challenge will be to ensure that broodstock
is rotated to prevent inbreeding. I don’t believe this is
possible without ongoing access to wild fish. Sustainable
fisheries for the collection of ornamental fish also
provide livelihoods to coastal communities, which would
otherwise have no incentive to protect the reef.”
Lisa Trill, South Carolina, USA: “I would hope that
the majority of fish and corals would be available as
aquacultured specimens. However, I think that wildcaught specimens will always be in demand as new
species and color combinations are much more likely to
be found in the ocean rather than captive-bred for new
traits.
“A major challenge will be overcoming negative
stereotyping of the hobby, a belief that ‘the average
hobbyist just wants stuff for their tank and is neglectful
of the oceans, that we cut and hurt and kill corals just
for a few dollars, that fish are destined to die after a
couple of months, and so forth.’
“I think there is a major opportunity for someone
to captive breed and raise all types of fish and corals—
for a reasonable price! I think the hobby could survive
without wild collection, but the variety of coral and fish
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Purple Tangs appeared as a new Bali
Aquarich captive-bred species in
2019, introduced by Quality Marine.

would be reduced significantly. I believe that the failure to bring in new species/varieties from the wild will
cause both a decline in the number of available marine
tank inhabitants and a significant decline in the number of hobbyists.”
Travis Kirby, Aquarium Customs, Inc., Oklahoma, USA:
“The hobby as a whole is in trouble if sustainable
aquaculture cannot be figured out. It will also be in
dire trouble if wholesalers continue to sell directly to
the customer, bypassing the LFS. The LFS has always
been and will always be the cornerstone of the hobby.
Without the local aquarium-fish shop (LFS) receiving
quality aquacultured livestock from reputable sources,
the entry-level hobbyist will disappear.”
Nick Nourne, England, UK: “We must protect the reefs
at all costs for future generations. Programs such as
BBC’s Blue Planet are very important to get the message
across to the next generations. Yes, the hobby could
survive without wild collection, but only if hobbyists are
prepared to compromise on the type of livestock they
keep as aquaculture develops.”
Wen-Ping Su, Bali Aquarich, Bali, Indonesia: “Considering the next 30 years, I’m concerned about ongoing
damage to the sea environment, and the situation on

QUALITY MARINE

Ann Yoang, Living Reef Orlando, Florida, USA: I do believe
that the marine hobby can sustain itself [without wild
corals], but without that ‘hot new coral’ coming in, the
hobby might become saturated with the same limited
range of corals; the value of those corals will decrease
significantly because of it. Everyone wants that coral
that no one has; hobbyists demand variety and they just
simply love the chase of rarity.”

land might not go well either. Whether the trade can
persist without wild fish and corals depends greatly on
new species production development. However, market
prices need to support the cost to breed fish. If the market only wants the cheapest option, then it’s difficult to
see a bright future.”

commercial accounts. Those big fish-only tanks in hospitals/medical offices, nursing homes, hotels, and restaurants, will disappear...once those accounts close, the
LFS struggles. Those who make it will also lose half their
everyday clientele and will be dealing with only those
who have small coral tanks. Most of these people will
also be able to grow and trade, or buy and sell online. So
before we know, it the LFS is gone. Will there be a hobby?
Sure. But not one I want to see or work in.”

Todd Haynes, Puddle Aquatics, Maryland, USA : “I believe
that we are at a point where the corals that are currently being aquacultured can allow the marine hobby
to survive. As far as fish and inverts go, I think that
Jochen Federschmied, Kenya Marine Center, Kikambala,
we still need some time for research [to ensure a] vast
Kenya: “The aquarium industry of the future will rely
amount of species raised in captivon indoor or net-pen
ity. We are surviving the ban on live
farmed animals. Wildrock but at a raised cost for quality
caught animals will no
“New discoveries are bound to be
man-made rock, so I believe a ban
longer be available. Peomade and at a more rapid rate. Now,
now on all wild-caught corals and
ple will have accepted
that said, this can only happen if
fish would have a major impact on
the need to pay higher
information is shared between the
pricing. Now, would the hobby be
prices for captive-bred
able to survive that? I’m really not
animals.”
farmers (both small-scale breeders
sure; [higher prices and less diverand larger scale farms). Transparency
sity] would limit the number of new
Brian Schaff, Tropical Mais key for the future of fish and
hobbyists.”
rine Centre, London, Enginvertebrate breeding.”
land: “It is important
Zoe Collishaw, Monsoon Aquatics,
that the industry finds
Darwin, Australia: “I believe the ina way to show the world
dustry will slowly progress towards 60–80% aquaculture,
the great things it does, not only for the environment
with some high-priced rarer wild colonies available. The
but also for local communities and economies.
challenges we face include wild collection becoming
“Wild collection is not a bad thing. The future of the
harder due to climate and governments, which in turn
hobby will need to be a mixture of well-managed fishwill increase wild stock prices. However, this will likely
eries and local short supply chain solutions, also with
aid the drive even more for aquaculture of all aquatic
well-managed and diverse aquaculture supply options.”
animals.”
CO N C LU S I O N S: S O U R C E S S H I F T CO M I N G
Lee Newman, Vancouver Aquarium, British Colombia,
Canada: “The future aquarium trade will be completely
transparent, with proof/evidence of sustainability.
Wild collection will augment the largely aquacultured
ornamental fish and invert trade. Wild specimens will
be needed to further the science of aquaculture. At the
moment, I’d suggest that we are taking species from the
wild with hardly any concerted effort to understand
their biology and ecology.”
Kris Kaz, Ocean State Aquatics, Rhode Island, USA:
“Aquaculture is already exploding, growing day by day,
so by 2050 I feel we can have enough coral to supply
the hobby’s demand. I see fish breeders facing the biggest
challenges, mainly in the cost to fund it. If fish export
ever stops, it will be hard to get new gene pools of fish to
mix into captive-bred fish. The biggest opportunity is in
growing coral. Technology has really simplified aquarium
keeping and, in turn, farming. If wild harvest were closed
today, considering the current aquaculture variety available, the trade would survive, but not as we know it. The
change will start with service companies that rely on big

With losses of the tropical world’s healthy coral reefs ever
on the rise, legislation and public sentiment are poised to
push the aquarium trade further away from a reliance on
wild animals in the years ahead. The viewpoint of both
hobbyists and aquarium professionals is clear—aquaculture is the future—but the vision of what that future will
look like and how quickly it can develop as a sustainable,
viable business sector remains to be seen.
Knowing the challenges ahead, particularly when it
comes to preserving the diversity and variety of choice
marine aquarists now enjoy, it seems that we will collectively shape our future through our actions starting
today. ■
REFERENCES

The CORAL-MACNA Livestock Survey 2019 was conducted and
compiled by the Editors of CORAL Magazine. Senior Editor Matt
Pedersen will be presenting more details in his presentation at
the conference. (See page 46 for more information.)
The Survey will remain open through October 2019. To take the
Survey and/or read a more detailed summary of results and an
extended collection of comments and opinions, visit:
www.CORALmagazine.com/livestocksurvey
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Speaker Bios 2019
Jake Adams

presentation:
Friday 12:00pm | Neptune

Jake Adams has been an avid marine aquarist since the mid 90s and has
worked in the retail side of the marine aquarium trade for more than ten
years. He has a bachelor’s degree in Marine Science from the University of
South Carolina—Columbia and has been the managing editor of ReefBuilders.
com since 2008.
Jake is interested in every facet of the marine aquarium hobby from the
concepts to the technology, rare fish to exotic corals, and his interests are
well documented through a very prolific career of speaking to reef clubs and
marine aquarium events, and writing articles for aquarium publications
across the globe. His primary interest is in corals, which Jake pursues in the
aquarium hobby as well as diving the coral reefs of the world. He has recently
been developing a new, 2,400-square-foot Reefbuilders Studio in Golden,
Colorado.
TOPIC: The Fundamentals of Reef Aquarium Equipment

Dr. Paul Anderson
Dr. Paul Anderson is a Research Scientist at Mystic Aquarium in Mystic, CT.
Dr. Anderson leads the Coral Reef Aquarium Fisheries Campaign, a multistakeholder effort to empower sustainable coral reef aquarium fisheries that
support healthy coral reefs, livelihoods and food security, for those that
trade in these fisheries throughout the global value chain. Like many of
us, Dr. Anderson has kept marine aquaria since his youth, and has turned
his childhood hobby into his academic and professional career. After his
graduation with a BS in Marine Science from Eckerd College in 1997, he
began his career working in public aquaria as an Aquarist at Mote Marine
Aquarium and then the Education Coordinator of The Pier Aquarium, St.
Petersburg, FL. He returned to school to graduate with a PhD in Fisheries and
Aquatic Sciences from the University of Florida, Gainesville, 2009.
presentation:
Sunday 12:00pm | Neptune

TOPIC: The Coral Reef Aquarium Fisheries Campaign

Mark Callahan

presentation:
Saturday 9:00am | Neptune

There is a central theme in Mark’s life: WATER. WATER. WATER.
He is the creator and star of Mr. Saltwater Tank TV, a web-based show started
in 2010. He has created over 260 Mr. Saltwater Tank TV episodes resulting
in over 6.2 million views worldwide. Mark has authored and co-authored
six books, among them: The No-Nonsense Guides to Setting Up A Saltwater
Tank, The Ultimate Guide to Saltwater Tank Cruise Control, Pre-Travel Planning
and Preparation: A Pocket Guide for Saltwater Tank Owners. Mark maintains
a 375-gallon tank and http://www.mrsaltwatertank.com, a website dedicated
to taking the confusion out of setting up and maintaining a saltwater tank.
His writing also includes articles for magazines such as Tropical Fish Hobbyist and Marine Habitat Magazine. Mark also takes Mr. Saltwater Tank TV on
the road to provide coverage of major saltwater aquarium trade shows—including MACNA and Reefstock. When he isn’t traveling or working, Mark
maintains a 235-gallon mixed reef tank and spends time with his wife, his
son and a pug named Bart.
TOPIC: A Second Tank: A New Start, Second Love or Giant PITA??
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Speaker Bios 2019
Dr. Chatham (“Chad”) Callan
Dr. Chatham (“Chad”) Callan is the Director of the Finfish Research Program
at Oceanic Institute of Hawaii Pacific University (OI), Waimanalo, Hawai’i.
OI has been a world leader in the development of applied aquaculture technologies for both marine fish and shrimp for over 50 years.
He has been at OI for more than 14 years and has researched the culture
of numerous marine fish species ranging from Mullet, Jacks, Rabbitfish and
Groupers as well as ornamental species such as Potter’s Angelfish and the
Hawaiian Cleaner Wrasse. In 2015, his lab at OI was the first to successfully
culture the Yellow Tang, which is the most commercially important reef species in that region. His lab continues to refine the culture processes for this,
and many other marine species, and aims to provide additional sustainable
alternatives to their wild collection.
presentation:
Friday 11:00am | Neptune

TOPIC: Don’t try this at home? Taking marine ornamental aquaculture from
scientific discovery to commercial feasibility

Lou Ekus

presentation:
Saturday 3:00pm | Neptune

Lou Ekus has been actively involved in the marine aquarium industry for
more than 22 years. He enjoys sharing information and frequently works with
aquarists, helping them with system issues big and small from large public
aquariums to one-gallon nano reefs.
Lou has been a saltwater aquarist most of his life. As an adult, he designed
and built a multi-tank system in his home consisting of a 150-gallon mixed
reef tank, a 150-gallon community fish-only tank, and a 90-gallon predator
tank. This system also incorporated a custom lighting and filtration system,
all designed and built by Lou. Due to time and traveling constraints, Lou has
downsized and is enjoying the ease of care of a 150-gallon African Cichlid tank
and a small 29-gallon species-specific grow out tank (soon to be converted to
a mangrove ecosystem). With his wife and partner Leslie, Lou heads up Tropic
Marin USA, based in Montague, Massachusetts.
TOPIC: Basic Reef Chemistry—Demystified

Colin Foord

presentation:
Sunday 10:00am | Neptune
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Colin Foord is a marine biologist, coral aquaculturist, artist, and filmmaker
educated at the University of Miami and James Cook University in Australia.
He is co-founder of the marine biological art duo Coral Morphologic, through
which he operates the world’s first multi-media coral aquaculture studio,
located in the heart of Miami. It is Colin’s mission to bridge the gap between
art and science by exploring corals in a relatable fashion, so that people of
all ages can relate to the mystery and importance of conserving the world’s
tropical reefs.
Beyond Miami, Colin has dived the reefs of Indonesia, Jamaica, Australia,
Fiji, Cook Islands, Bahamas, Hawaii, Arabian Gulf, Colombia, and the
Solomon Islands. His work has been featured by the BBC, Nat Geo Channel,
The New Yorker, the Miami Herald, Vice Magazine, NPR, The New York Times,
and CBS Morning News.
TOPIC: Rock Flower Anemones (Phymanthus crucifer) and How to Aquaculture them at Home
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Speaker Bios 2019
Todd Gardner

presentation:
Saturday 2:00pm | Neptune

Todd Gardner is a professor of Aquaculture at Carteret Community College
in Morehead City, NC, and owner of Coastal Biocultures, a new venture
specializing in cultured and sustainably-caught living treasures.
His life and his career have both been shaped by his passion for marine
life and he has written numerous scientific and popular articles about his
research and experiences collecting, keeping, and culturing marine organisms.
Todd’s professional background includes work on a National Geographic
documentary, commercial aquaculture at C-quest Hatchery in Puerto Rico,
and an 11-year term at the Long Island Aquarium where he spent much of his
time developing techniques for rearing marine fish larvae.
To date he has raised more than 50 species. In 2013 Todd received the
Aquarist of the Year Award from MASNA. In his spare time, Todd dives,
photographs marine life, runs marathons, and plays in a blues band.
TOPIC: The Mother of Invention: How necessity-driven innovation and partnerships are making history in aquaculture

Alyssa Gabriel
Alyssa Gabriel is a biologist and owner of Seahorse Savvy on Maryland’s eastern
shore, one of the country’s largest producers of captive-bred syngnathids. She
is a lifelong aquarium hobbyist who has pursued a career in marine science,
starting with a Bachelors of Science in Biology at Salisbury University. While
completing her degree, she worked for the prestigious Smithsonian Institution
as a water quality researcher for the Smithsonian Environmental Research
Center’s Water Chemistry Laboratory. Alyssa was then hired by a large
aquaculture facility, working on Tridacnid clam husbandry and propagation
of corals for the aquarium market. Most recently, Alyssa’s facility has begun a
captive breeding project for the Weedy Seadragon, Phyllopteryx taeniolatus, and
other seahorses and pipefishes. In her limited spare time, she enjoys her two
Boxers Layla and Reba, snorkeling, and keeping vivariums.
presentation:
Saturday 12:00pm | Neptune

TOPIC: Challenges in keeping and aquaculturing seahorses

Dr. Tim Hovanec

presentation:
Friday 4:00pm | Neptune

Dr. Timothy A. Hovanec is passionate about merging his love of fishkeeping
with science. Dr. Tim got his first aquarium at age six with two goldfish he had
won at a school fair. Responding to the pleas for help, his uncle brought over
an extra tank from his dentistry office and showed Dr. Tim the basics.
Becoming a marine biologist and obtaining advanced degrees in the
science of keeping fish was just the logical result of a boy’s dreams. His
doctoral research was on the phylogenetics of nitrifying bacteria in aquaria
and Mono Lake, California, and he continues to research the microbial
pathways of closed aquatic systems and to develop ‘green’ products for the
aquarium industry via his company, DrTim’s Aquatics, based in Moorpark,
California. Dr. Hovanec holds more than 13 U.S. and foreign patents and
has authored numerous papers on aquatic microbiology, water quality and
filtration techniques for closed system life-support systems.
TOPIC: Secrets to Quickly Cycling Your Reef Tank — Understanding the Science

of Nitrifying Bacteria
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Speaker Bios 2019
Todd Harman
Todd started his career with The Walt Disney World Company in 1993 as an
aquaculture intern, then subsequently as an aquarium intern. After earning a
Master of Science in Fisheries Biology he was hired for the opening of Disney’s
Animal Kingdom as a Life Support Specialist. He now works as a Zoological
Manager with the Aquarium Team at The Seas with Nemo and Friends. He
has worked on many projects in the last 20 years, including designing an
aquaponic exhibit, logistics of fish transports from the Bahamas, and has been
involved in numerous filtration rehab projects. He has published technical
articles on topics such as aquaponics, recirculation systems, aquaculture, and
live fish transports. His current focus is marine aquaculture and the role that
it plays in providing fish to aquariums. He is a Certified Fishery Biologist and
member of The American Fisheries Society (AFS).
presentation:
Sunday 2:00pm | Neptune

TOPIC: Using Science to Evaluate the Wellbeing of Fish

Dr. Sanjay Joshi

presentation:
Saturday 10:00am | Neptune

Sanjay Joshi in real life is a Professor of Industrial and Manufacturing
Engineering at Penn State University. He has been a reef addict since 1992,
and currently keeps several reef aquariums at home including a 500-gallon
SPS-dominated reef. He also co-manages the 500-gallon Coral Reef aquarium
in Penn State’s student union.
Dr. Joshi is actively involved in educating the hobby on various topics
such as lighting, aquarium system design, and general reef husbandry through
his publications in reef magazines and lectures. He has published articles in
magazines such as Advanced Aquarist, Reefs Magazine, CORAL, Marine Fish and
Reef Annual, Aquarium Frontiers, and Aquarium Fish.
In addition he has been an invited speaker at several marine aquarium
society meetings in the US and Europe. He received the MASNA award in
2006, for his contributions to the marine aquarium hobby.
TOPIC: Reef Keeping by Numbers

Kathy Leahy
Kathy is a saltwater fish hobbyist and accomplished marine breeder from
St. Louis, Missouri. With over fifteen years of experience keeping marine
fishes, many of which were spent raising clownfish for both local and distant
markets, Kathy more recently ventured into raising other species of marine
ornamentals. Many gobies, damsels, shrimps, pipefish, and mandarins later,
she successfully raised Centropyge bispinosa, the Coral Beauty Angelfish, from
egg to adult, a species-first.
Kathy is a moderator of the Marine Breeding Initiative (MBI) website,
and has been an active forum participant, frequent contributor, and has
earned the level of Advanced Breeder. She is a wife, mother of two adult
children, bicyclist, gardener, and supervisor of a neuroscience research lab at
Washington University School of Medicine in St. Louis.
presentation:
Sunday 1:00pm | Neptune
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TOPIC: Raising Marine Ornamental Fish as a Hobbyist: Ideas and tips from a
frugal Midwestern fish breeder
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Speaker Bios 2019
Tamara Marshall

184 dpi

presentation:
Friday 3:00pm | Neptune

Tamara is the Director of Live Feeds at the Dallas World Aquarium in Dallas,
Texas. She entered the field of live foods in 2002, beginning with her initial
focus on Live Feeds and Larval Culture. Her expertise includes all key facets
of the aquarium industry with experience in both retail and research areas.
She has extensive experience in the fields of coral propagation, and she has
successfully bred demersal and pelagic spawners as well as invertebrates.
Tamara attained her Aquaculture and Fish Health Graduate certificate
from the University of Florida in 2017. Her 2016 collaboration with the
United States Geological Survey on breeding French Grunts enabled the USGS
to expand their research on this species. She has been an instructor for more
than 70 classes and workshops for beginner to advanced hobbyists on a wide
array of saltwater topics.
TOPIC: A Scientific Session for the Home Breeder

Scott Martin
Scott Martin is a marine biologist with many year’s experience managing
reef exhibits at Disney World in Orlando, Florida, including the Living Seas
Pavilion at EPCOT, the Experimental Prototype Community of Tomorrow.
Scott graduated with a Bachelor of Science in Marine Biology from the
University of North Carolina in Wilmington in 1985. Scott worked in
biomedical research during college and at two aquaculture facilities before
starting at Disney’s The Living Seas in 1988. He has been a public aquarist
and a supervisor as Zoo Manager for all areas of the aquarium—including
the smaller exhibits, Quarantine, Typhoon Lagoon shark reef, The Aquacell at
The Land, and the 5.7 million-gallon Main Exhibit. Scott also enjoys working
as co-Primary Investigator on the Coral Reef Restoration project at Disney’s
Island Castaway Cay in the Bahamas.
presentation:
Friday 10:00am | Neptune

TOPIC: The Living Seas: 35 Years of Making Magic

Matt Pedersen

presentation:
Saturday 1:00pm | Neptune

Matt Pedersen is a writer, editor, and marine fish breeder with 35 years
experience as an aquarist. He is credited with starting MOFIB, the Marine
Ornamental Fish & Invertebrate Breeder’s Association, and is active with the
Marine Breeding Initiative (MBI). He is Senior Editor with CORAL Magazine,
as well as the publisher’s Reef to Rainforest website and newsletters.
He has spawned 31 species of marine fish, successfully raising 9 of them
to date including one worldwide first (the Harlequin Filefish, Oxymonacanthus
longirostris), as well as attempted another 6 invertebrate species to date.
In 2010, Matt was selected as the breeder of choice to work with the nowfamous “PNG Lightning Maroon Clownfish”. His professional background
is in interactive software development and digital marketing. Additionally,
Matt has diverse past experience as a professional orchid breeder, a parttime fly fishing guide, and certified fly rod builder. In 2009, Matt received the
MASNA Award in recognition of his accomplishments and contributions to
the marine aquarium hobby.
TOPIC: The Next Steps: Meeting the Aquaculture Needs of your Local Fish Store
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Speaker Bios 2019
Dr. Andrew L. Rhyne

presentation:
Friday 2:00pm | Neptune

Dr. Andrew L. Rhyne is currently an Associate Professor of Marine Biology at
Roger Williams University in Bristol, Rhode Island, where he has helped to
develop an undergraduate major/minor in aquaculture and aquarium science.
Andy has reared dozens of marine fish and invertebrates, many for the first
time. Notably, his lab reared the first triggerfish (Balistes vetula, the Queen
Triggerfish) in captivity as part of a joint program with the New England
Aquarium, a program aimed at expanding the number of captive-bred species
on display in public aquaria. Through this innovative program, Dr. Rhyne
and colleagues developed a larval rearing system specifically designed for
public aquariums, supplying systems and training to over 20 institutions. Dr.
Rhyne has published over 50 peer-reviewed articles and book chapters. Most
recently he won a Grand Prize in the Wildlife Crime Technology Challenge.
Additionally, Dr. Rhyne was presented with the MASNA Award in 2017 for
his advancements in trade and chemical analysis.
TOPIC: A Cyanide Detection Test: Myth or Reality?

Richard Ross

184 dpi

presentation:
Saturday 4:00pm | Neptune

Richard Ross is a professional aquarist known for his Skeptical Reefkeeping article
series, his groundbreaking work with cephalopod husbandry, his entertaining
and informative talks, and for managing the ambitious 212,000-gallon reef
tank in the Steinhart Aquarium. “It’s so great. I get to work on what interests
me in a variety of ways; I write and speak about the practical philosophy of
aquarium keeping and animal welfare in the hobby press, and I get to publish
in academic journals. I get to practice the fascinating craft of aquarium
keeping on a daily basis, as well as participate in various kinds of field work
like coral sexual reproduction. Through it all, I have the ongoing challenge
and honor of working with incredible species like pygmy seahorses, unique
cephalopods, ghost pipefish and more.”
Richard was presented with the MASNA Award in 2014, and his work has
been covered by Scientific American, National Geographic, Penn’s Sunday School,
NPR’s Science Friday, Discovery News and Fox News.
TOPIC: Coral Spawning in Aquaria — Where we are and what you can do

Julian Sprung

presentation:
Friday 1:00pm | Neptune

Julian Sprung is a marine biologist who grew up on a residential island on
Biscayne Bay in Miami Beach, Florida, where he spent a lot of time collecting
and observing all kinds of marinelife. He is a graduate of the University of
Florida, with a Bachelor of Science Degree in Zoology, and is president of the
Two Little Fishies, the aquarium industry company he co-founded in 1991.
Julian has been keeping marine aquariums for more than 40 years, and
currently maintains seven marine aquariums and is also installing a marine
pond at home that will utilize natural sunlight.
Julian became known to the aquarium hobby through his monthly
column Reef Notes in FAMA magazine, and many years of traveling the
lecture circuit at aquarium club meetings and exhibitions around the world.
His books include The Reef Aquarium series, which he co-authored with J.
Charles Delbeek, Corals: A Quick Reference Guide, Invertebrates: A Quick
Reference Guide, and Algae: A Problem Solver Guide. Julian was honored with
the MASNA Award in 2004.
TOPIC: Us vs Them. How did the Aquarium Hobby become such a divisive
practice and what does it mean for our future?
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Speaker Bios 2019
Dr. Judy St. Leger

presentation:
Saturday 11:00am | Neptune

Dr. Judy St. Leger is a marine animal veterinarian who worked for SeaWorld
Parks and Entertainment for the past 18 years, serving most recently as
Vice-President for Research and Science. She led a large, dynamic team
of veterinarians and biologists working to advance health and disease
knowledge in captive and free-ranging non-domestic species. Her day-to-day
responsibilities included the animal collections in the three SeaWorld parks
and Busch Gardens in Tampa, Florida. Recently, she served as one of three
editors for the text Pathology of Wildlife and Zoo Animals.
Ten years ago, she started Rising Tide Conservation, a program to promote
marine ornamental aquaculture as an alternative to collecting fish. With the
help of leaders in both the hobby and display aquarium fields, she is now the
president of Rising Tide Conservation. In December of 2018, Dr. St. Leger left
SeaWorld to focus on marine species pathology and to advance Rising Tide to
the next level.
TOPIC: How’s the Rising Tide? Marine Ornamental Aquaculture Research and
how you can get involved

Dr. Ben Titus

presentation:
Sunday 9:00am | Neptune

Dr. Ben Titus is an evolutionary biologist and postdoctoral research fellow
at the American Museum of Natural History in New York City. His research
is focused on the evolution and species discovery of ornamental marine
invertebrates, especially those that engage in symbiotic relationships with
tropical sea anemones. Ben conducts an active research program in all tropical
oceans, and has led dozens of international research trips to tropical locals
such as the Maldives, French Polynesia, Cuba, and Red Sea.
Currently, Ben’s postdoctoral research is focused on the evolution of
the clownfish-sea anemone symbiosis. While the evolution of 30 species of
described clownfish species have been studied extensively, no genetic research
has been focused on the 10 described species of sea anemone hosts. Using
cutting edge DNA sequencing approaches, Ben looks for undescribed species
of clownfish-hosting sea anemones. Ben was the 2017 recipient of the MASNA
graduate student scholarship.
TOPIC: Hidden diveresity of marine ornamental invertebrates

Downtown Orlando reflected in Lake
Eola, actually a sinkhole fed by a deep
natural aquifer below the city.
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MASNA AWARD WINNERS 2019
Dr. Craig Bingman: 2019 MASNA Award Winner
In his own words: “From the primordial ooze of the nascent internet, people with interesting
and quirky hobbies found each other and formed online communities. One of those problems
was ‘how to keep corals alive in closed aquariums, isolated from the ocean.’ A really amazing
group of people self-organized and worked on this problem in North America, and across
the globe. I was fortunate to have played a foundational role in understanding the chemical
processes in aquariums. It is my enduring pleasure to have provided solutions to several
important problems that are still used today. This is the tale of the reef hobby in North America
in the 1990s, when corals stopped dying and we achieved long-term success with these animals
in aquariums. Who am I? I was that eight-year old kid subjecting his first fish tank to way too
presentation:
much pH down and pH up, in his first real exposure to a chemical test. I was a member of that Saturday 11:00am
group of people who figured out reef aquarium chemistry. I was and am a biochemist, who
Neptune Room
uses incredible x-rays sources at National Labs to make pictures of the molecules that make life
possible. I also love freshwater planted aquariums, orchids, and carnivorous plants. Most importantly, I’m the father
of a two-year old. Watching his mind bootstrap and develop his own personality and interests is the greatest pleasure
of my life. I’ve noticed he really likes clownfish….”
TOPIC: 25 years of fun with chemistry, my friends and our mutual hobbies.

Tom Bowling: 2019 Aquarist of the Year
Tom Bowling is a marine biologist and founder of Biota Marine Life Nursery in Palau.
With an understanding of localized fish population behaviors, Tom perfected the use
of wild gamete collection techniques to produce and raise many new species, not only
marine ornamentals, but also food fish and threatened species for re-introduction to
the wild. This includes the ever-popular Clown Triggerfish, Blueline Sea Bream found in
public aquaria and the Bumphead Parrotfish.
Captive-raised Mandarin Dragonets, various gobies, Aiptasia-eating Filefish, deepwater Borbonius and Yellow Tangs are among the 20 currently marketed ornamental fish
species. Over a dozen sexually propagated soft corals and half a dozen species of clams are being
produced under Tom’s leadership. Tom has also worked to educate both the public and interested parties in both
Palau and greater Micronesia on the current state of aquaculture, including an understanding of sustainable
practices that can be incorporated into their local reefs. Working with research facilities and other partners, Tom
is helping further the knowledge and success of ornamental marine aquaculture.
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ORLANDO

PLACES TO EAT & DRINK
Best spots for dining & socializing at MACNA 2019 by Bayley Freeman

The stylish Bluezoo lounge within the
Disney Swan and Dolphin Resort.

Consider yourself a pilgrim in
one of the world’s great tourism
meccas. Finding sustenance within
walking distance will not be an
issue.
In fact, the Conference resort
has a reputation for catering to
every appetite, with starched-whitetablecloth restaurants, celebrity
chefs, and seductive lounges, but
also casual dining and grab-and-go
cafes. There is also “Disney character dining,” and MACNA attendees
get a 10% discount at the popular
Garden Grove where Mickey or
Minnie might appear at your table.
Children can attend Camp Dolphin
for two hours when adults dine at
Shula’s, Il Molino, or Bluezoo (one
child admitted per entrée ordered).

Eating on the Disney
Resort Campus
There is a gourmand’s dream world
of dining options at Walt Disney
World Swan and Dolphin Resort.
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Fine Dining
SHULA’S
Aged Black Angus steaks served in
a Miami Dolphins–themed restaurant; menus are hand-painted on
official NFL footballs. Dare to join
the 48-Ounce Club: finish a 48-oz.
Porterhouse steak and become one
of the 35,000+ members of the
club. Reservations (407) 943-1362.
www.swandolphinrestaurants.com/
shulas

TODD ENGLISH’S BLUEZOO
A Florida foodie destination for
fresh seafood and coastal cuisine
in a celebrity-chef–owned restaurant. Architecturally something to
behold, it features blown glass and
dramatic interior architecture that
one critic called “Aquarium Chic.”
Kids menu available.
Reservations (407) 934-1111.
www.swandolphinrestaurants.com/
bluezoo
Casual

IL MULINO NEW YORK
Handmade pastas, artisan pizzas,
and more await at this classy trattoria. Live music Friday and Saturday
nights. Reservations
(407) 943-1199. www.swandolphinrestaurants.com/ilmulino
KIMONOS
Some of Orlando’s best sushi,
gyoza, and tempura at this elegant
Japanese restaurant and lounge.
Décor is dark and romantic with
nightly karaoke. Reservations
(407) 934-1609.
www.swandolphinrestaurants.com/
kimonos

GARDEN GROVE
Relaxed all-day dining under a giant
oak tree, with Disney characters
appearing nightly and for weekend
buffet breakfasts. Dinner has
a buffet option, and MACNA
attendees receive 10% off. During
the Conference, Thursday through
Sunday, there will be a nightly
Seafood Sensations Buffet with
hot and chilled selections and an
All-You-Can-Eat Lobster upgrade.
Reservations (407) 934-1618.
www.swandolphinrestaurants.com/
gardengrove

“You can’t have a bad time
at Disney World. It’s not
allowed. They have hidden
electronic surveillance
cameras everywhere, and if
they catch you failing to laugh
with childlike wonder, they
lock you inside a costume
representing a beloved Disney
character such as Goofy and
make you walk about in the
Florida heat getting grabbed
and leaped on by violently
excited children until you have
learned your lesson.”
— Dave Barry
Dave Barry is a humorist and author
of Best. State. Ever.: A Florida Man
Defends His Homeland.

FRESH MEDITERRANEAN
MARKET
Wholesome, organic, healthy
options like Paleo cereal, vegan
omelet, sweet potato hummus,
and Thai chicken wrap. MACNA
attendees receive 10% off.
Reservations (407) 934-1609.
www.swandolphinrestaurants.com

SPLASH POOL BAR AND GRILL
Poolside lunch items and libations
with table service right next to
a white-sand beach. Fish tacos,
burgers, salads, drinks of all stripes.
www.swandolphinrestaurants.com/
splash

THE FOUNTAIN EATS AND
SWEETS
Classic diner fare in Disney’s nod
to cheap and cheerful: Burgers,
salads, sandwiches, and ice cream
(soft serve, handmade scoops,
malts, etc.). www.swandolphinrestaurants.com/fountain

PICABU
Open 24 hours. Eclectic display of
decorative art and buffet/cafeteria
food for casual dining or takeout.
Adjacent to a convenience store.
MACNA attendees receive 10% off.
www.swandolphinrestaurants.com/
picabu

CABANA BAR AND BEACH CLUB
Classy al fresco place next to the
lap pool, serving up salads, flatbreads, and cocktails. Lunch and
dinner only. www.swandolphinrestaurants.com/cabana

FUEL
Self-serve coffee shop with pastries,
sandwiches, snacks, cold drinks,
and more for a quick picnic or busy
day at the Conference.
www.swandolphinrestaurants.com/
fuel

™

APEX-PODS
:
APEX-PODS:
LIVE Apocyclops panamensis copepods

Quick Service/Grab-and-Go

JIMI APEX-POD
says: “mandarins
love me”

• 100% aquacultured copepods
• Easy to use and culture
• Boost biodiversity and clean your tank!
• Big hit with finicky fish

O R D E R NOW F O R FRE E S H I P P I N G :

bit.ly/macna-rrs4
Limited time offer ends September 30, 2019
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@ THE DINER
Classic and creative diner
foods priced right in a place
dishing up sweet and salty
waffles, chicken and waffle
sliders, and cannoli French
toast. Good mimosas wash
it all down. 9938 Universal
Blvd., Ste. 140, Orlando. www.
atthediner.com

American Graffiti-inspired
retro diner at Universal
Orlando Resorts.

DIXIE BELLE’S CAFÉ
Down-home breakfast/brunch
and comfort food restaurant with killer sweet potato
biscuits, sausage and gravy,
and ample portions. 7125 S
Orange Ave., Orlando. www.
dixiebellescafe.com

Lounges
PHINS
Sip a cocktail under a fabulous
chandelier in the resort lobby.
Small bites offered too.
www.swandolphinrestaurants.com/
phins
SHULA’S LOUNGE
Leather chairs, sports on big
screens, and a wide variety of
drinks. www.swandolphinrestaurants.com/shulaslounge
IL MULINO LOUNGE
Italian wines and more in a classy
setting. www.swandolphinrestaurants.com/ilmulinolounge
KIMONOS LOUNGE
Signature cocktails and nightly
karaoke. www.swandolphinrestaurants.com/kimonoslounge
BLUEZOO LOUNGE
The place to go for a glass of
Champagne or a cordial. www.
swandolphinrestaurants.com/bluezoolounge
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Dining Outside
the Resort
Ready for a taste of real-worldFlorida? Choices abound in the
greater Orlando area. You’ll need
a car for any getaway, either your
own, a rental, or taxi (Uber and
Lyft are readily available for Disney
resort guests).
Breakfast
SE7EN BITES
Nostalgic “southern comfort” in a
place featured on “Diners, DriveIns and Dives”—buttermilk biscuits,
Bourbon-bacon moonpies, generous egg dishes, scrummy sandwiches, local brews, and house-made
sangria. Kids menu available. 617
N Primrose Dr., Orlando.
www.se7enbites.com
KEKE’S
All-breakfast/lunch local favorite
spot serving up stacks of pancakes
piled high with fruit, decadent
stuffed French toast, omelets
galore, and waffles for every taste.
Lunch is burgers, sandwiches,
wraps, and salads. Kids menu
available. 7512 Doctor Phillips
Blvd. Ste. 100, Orlando.
www.kekes.com

Casual Lunch/Diner
THE GNARLY BARLEY
A Florida-style roadhouse gastropub
offering brisket tacos, bar snacks,
and a deep selection of brews,
16 on tap. 7431 S Orange Ave.,
Orlando. www.thegnarlybarley.com
BAD AS’S SANDWICHES
In the Milk District, a place known
for outrageous sandwiches that
won’t disappoint. Try the Big Boy
with Adobo roasted pork, Asian
slaw, and tater tots; or spring for
the Ya-Mon, with jerk chicken and
fried plantains. Vegetarian options
too. Kids menu available.
207 N Primrose Dr., Orlando.
http://badasssandwiches.com
MAD CRAB SEAFOOD & WINGS
Finger-lickin’ casual eatery
with huge portions of crab
boil, garlic shrimp, wings,
and banana pudding. 325 W
Kennedy Blvd., Orlando. http://
madcrabseafoodandwings.com/
LA. BOILING SEAFOOD CRABS &
CRAWFISH
Humble, family-owned place serving up Blue Crabs with Old Bay,
Snow Crab, shrimp, corn, and
plenty of Cajun flavor.
1242 E Colonial Dr., Orlando
https://laboilingseafood.com/

LITTLENYSTOCK/SHUTTERSTOCK

JAVA BAR
Espresso, brewed coffee, and pastries. www.swandolphinrestaurants.
com/javabar

HAPPY SNAPPER SEAFOOD
MARKET
Freshest fish in town! This small,
unassuming eatery offers red snapper, lobster tail, Alaskan King Crab,
excellent shrimp cocktail.
6327 S Orange Ave.,
Ste. 104, Orlando.
https://happy-snapper-seafoodmarket-restaurant.business.site
HAVANA’S CAFÉ
Come here for mofongo, Cuban
sandwiches, empanadas, sangria,
churrasco skirt steak, camarones al
ajillo, and don’t skip dessert: tres
leches cake and flan.
8544 Palm Pkwy, Orlando.
http://havanascubancuisine.com

THE STRAND
Fresh, seasonal offerings for
brunch, lunch, and dinner.
Everything made from scratch,
menu changes often. Steak Frites
and Buttermilk Chicken served
with local vegetables in season.
807 N. Mills Ave., Orlando.
http://strandorlando.com
SEITO SUSHI
Swanky, modern décor and
delicious fresh sashimi and ramen.
Try the seriously spicy buffalo
sriracha edamame, or keep it
cool with a Poke bowl. Amazing
makimono rolls (shrimp tempura
with ginger lemongrass pesto).
4894 New Broad St., Baldwin Park,
Orlando. http://seitosushi.com

Upscale
MAGGIANO’S LITTLE ITALY
A classically Italian, special-occasion favorite of many aquatics professionals who find themselves in
Orlando for trade shows and conferences. Highly rated pastas, prime
steaks, and seafood with to-die-for
dessert selections. Famous for the
house rigatoni with herb-roasted
chicken, mushrooms, caramelized
onions, Marsala cream sauce and,
among the desserts, an Extreme
Eating Award Winner: Chocolate
Zuccotto Cake at 1,820 calories a
slice. $$$ 9101 International
Drive, Orlando.
www.maggianos.com
DEL FRISCO’S DOUBLE EAGLE
STEAKHOUSE
Change out of your tank top and
flip-flops for a memorable evening
in one of Orlando’s sleekest “ultrapremium” steakhouses. Start with
Charred Octopus drizzled with
lemon and cold-pressed olive oil,
tuck into a hand-cut 45-day aged
prime ribeye steak, and finish with
a pecan-crusted cheesecake draped
in butterscotch sauce. $$$$ 9150
International Drive, Orlando.
https://delfriscos.com/

THE RUSTY SPOON
In the Orlando Church Street
Historical District and voted the
“best farm to table” restaurant, this
is a downtown gastropub offering
tasty bites and local flavors—salads,
pasta, meat—and great beer, of
course. Extensive wine list.
55 W Church St., Ste. 101, Orlando. http://therustyspoon.com
WHISPER CREEK FARM:
THE KITCHEN
Beautiful farm-to-table special occasion restaurant located inside the
JW Marriott, serving local, seasonal
dishes featuring vegetables grown
in their garden. Communal seating.
Delicious desserts and long wine
list. Kid-friendly. www.grandelakes.
com/Whisper-Creek
CORK & FORK
With an herb garden out back and
billing itself as a “freshstaurant,”
this place dishes up some delicious
American standards with a twist.
The Key Lime pie is a must. Open
for breakfast, lunch, and dinner.
5180 S Conway Rd., Orlando.
https://corkandforkorlando.com
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Workshop Presenters 2019
Tim Birthisel
Tim Birthisel previously worked in Ohio agribusiness as a Science Director
for a state-funded research commercialization project developing technology
for precision agriculture, and is a zoologist with decades of SCUBA diving
experience. Tim began developing the Terra Sub Aqua (TSA) project as a
unique business model representing a commercially supported marine life
sanctuary in the Florida Keys 25 years ago. Established in 1994, Terra Sub
Aqua has sold what is widely regarded as premier Atlantic live rock, receiving
many compliments from delighted customers over the years. Notably, our
dedication to the environment and quality have prompted several well known
public aquaria to purchase from us. We are fully CITES compliant, and
maintain all appropriate permits for US federal Florida regulatory compliance.
presentation:

TOPIC: Making a Living with Terra Sub Aqua and the “Flying” Reefkeepers Club

Saturday 3:30pm | Cobalt

Terence Fugazzi
Terence Fugazzi has been VP of Sales & Marketing for Neptune Systems since
2012. Terence has a degree in computer science from Cal State Northridge
and a successful, 29-year career marketing many different hardware and
software products.
Terence’s introduction to saltwater aquariums began in 1985 when he
set up and maintained a 60-gallon hex tank in a bamboo pagoda stand that
had everything from eels to rock crabs to huge anemones legally collected
from pacific tidepools. Years later, he dove head-first into automating and
controlling everything he could—and dragged others into it as well. Fully
addicted and with a desire to do more to help people be successful in the
hobby, Terence co-founded the Utah Marine Aquarium Society (UTMAS)
in 2010.
presentation:

Saturday 11:30am | Cobalt

TOPIC: Decoding the flood of data coming from your aquarium

Dr. Charlie Gregory
Dr. Charlie Gregory is an aquatic specialized veterinarian in charge of animal
health at The Reef Institute, a non-profit he co-founded that is committed to
reef conservation through education, research, and restoration. The non-profit
facilities in West Palm Beach, Florida include an Aquaponics Garden where
workshops for aquarists are presented and an Atlantic coral seed-bank which
hopefully, by the time of this conference, will yield successfully spawned baby
corals. Dr. Gregory has a degree in marine biology and a masters degree in
aquaculture and has seen many aquarium disease cases globally. In his spare
time Dr. Gregory enjoys snorkeling and traveling.
TOPIC: Reef Aquarium Disease: Diagnosis and Treatment.

presentation:
Saturday 2:30pm | Cobalt
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Kurt Harrington
Kurt Harrington is the CEO of Something Fishy, Inc., a company that designs,
installs and maintains aquariums for the private sector. Kurt & his team
have developed a process which simplifies aquarium ownership leading the
organization to include clients such as Google, Yale New Haven Health,
Foxwood’s, Mohegan Sun, Mystic Aquarium, and many other business and
residences in the RI, CT & MA region. The vision of Something Fishy is “to
share the energy and influence of aquariums with people everywhere”. The
company executes that vision by designing aquarium exhibits that “move
people in amazing ways”. In addition to leading the team at Something Fishy,
Kurt serves on the Mystic Aquarium Presidents Council along with many
other community endeavors.
presentation:

TOPIC: Run Your Business, Don’t Let it Run You!

Saturday 1:30pm | Cobalt

Mike Herman

presentation:
Friday 11:30am | Cobalt

Mike Herman Vice President at Cobalt Intelligence in Pensacola, Florida and
Project Manager for its SMART Reef division, working on advancements in
Artificial Reef and Living Shoreline Restoration. He says, “My passion is to
give back!” After over 30 years of taking from the ocean, he felt restoring our
precious reefs and living shorelines was his way of paying his civic rent. With
SMART Reef, there is a company pushing the envelop of disruptive technology
in the reef restoration field, a field dominated by non profits and NGOs with
little to zero R&D budget. In less than 2 years, Mike has five patents to his
name with three more submitted.
Most folks know Mike as the founder of SB Reef Lights and as a provider of
commercial lights used in coral farms and public aquariums throughout the
world. During his down time, Mike maintains a 560-gallon mixed reef tank as
well as a 200-gallon FOWLR systeem with his “pride and joy”—a bonded pair
of Japanese Dragon Eels.
TOPIC: Restoring our Reefs — “Passion to give back!”

Dan Hosmer & Billy Lake

presentation:
Friday 12:30pm | Cobalt

Dan and Billy strive to improve the aquarium industry’s sustainability
through their collaboration with Mystic Aquarium’s Coral Reef Aquarium
Fisheries Campaign. Together they spread education and training, making it
accessible and simple to make sustainable choices. Dan and Billy met through
Something Fishy, an aquarium service company in Warwick, Rhode Island,
where they lead their team in creating sustainable and easy-to-maintain
exhibits.
Billy is a Project Manager and Senior Aquarium Technician at Something
Fishy where he has organized, installed, and maintained hundreds of exhibits,
earning him the nickname “The Aquarium Plumber”. Dan is the Curator of
Strategy and Sustainability at the same company. He got his degree in marine
biology and aquarium science from Roger Williams University and has been
working in the aquatic industry most of his life.
TOPIC: Fragging for the Future
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Workshop Presenters 2019
Bob Likins
Bob Likins is the Vice President for Government Affairs, with PIJAC, the Pet
Industry Joint Advisory Council in Washington, DC. PIJAC’s mission is to:
• PROMOTE animal well-being and responsible pet ownership,
• FOSTER environmental stewardship, and
• ENSURE the availability of healthy pets.
From CITES listings to court decisions in Hawaii to state and federal
invasive species restrictions, the legal landscape for keeping and raising
marine fish is changing more quickly than ever before. Bob will be providing
an update and answering questions regarding PIJAC’s recent activities to
protect the marine hobby at the state, federal and international level.
TOPIC: Recent National and International Legislative and Regulatory
presentation:

Developments Affecting Marine Aquatics

Saturday 12:30pm | Cobalt

Aaron Sellentin & David Moore
Aaron Sellentin is CEO of Ultra Coral Australia, based out of Mackay, North
Queensland. David Moore is a Sales Account Manager for the company.
According to UCA, “We believe in minimising the impact we have on the
natural environment that sustains our industry and which brings great joy to
aquarists worldwide. To do this we established, followed and promoted best
practice in sustainable harvest of wild stock we source under license in the
Great Barrier Reef Marine Park. We established a research division dedicated
to closing the life cycle of our most popular aquarium species and working
towards replacing wild harvest with aquaculture. This long term commitment
requires developing a detailed understanding of the biology of Australia’s
premium aquarium coral species, ‘closing their life cycle’ in captivity, and
propagating them to saleable size.
presentation:
Sunday 10:00am | Cobalt

TOPIC: Sex, Corals & Aquaria

Steve Visser

presentation:
Friday 1:30am | Cobalt
Saturday 10:30am | Cobalt
Sunday 11:30am | Cobalt
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Steve Visser is the head of ICP Analysis.com, based in Lakewood, Colorado,
providing Inductive Couple Plasma water testing for saltwater aquarium owners
and managers. Steve was born in Colorado and raised in the mountains. After
graduating college with a degree in Applied Mathematics and Chemistry he
started Great White Bottling, Inc. where he has formulated and manufactured
household and industrial cleaners and personal care products for other
companies. Great White Bottling led to a fish store and then led to ICP water
testing where he focuses on the trace elements that are needed by corals to
maximize coral coloring and growth. His love for fish started at age 8 with
his first 10-gallon fresh water tank and he was hooked. By age 20 he got into
saltwater fish with a 70-gallon tank and that then led to the obsession of
having bigger fish tanks. He now has three 1000-gallon tanks, two being reef
tanks and one a Discus and Neon Tetra freshwater system.
TOPIC: ICP-Analysis.com
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Large coral display system
at Living Reef Orlando.
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Orlando Area
★ LIVING REEF ORLANDO

504 North Alfaya Trail #112
Orlando FL 32828
(407) 384–9669
www.livingreeforlando.com
OCEAN BLUE AQUARIUM
500 FL-436 #1014,
Casselberry, FL 32707
(407) 679-3557
www.facebook.com/OceanBlueAquarium
SEA IN THE CITY
441 Gaston Foster Rd
Orlando, FL 32807
(407) 207-4056
www.seainthecity.com

Retail marine aquarium stores with owners and
staff present for the three days of MACNA 2019
are highlighted here with a “★” .
Find them in the Exhbitors Directory on page 16.

★ WORLD WIDE CORALS

11765 S Orange Blossom Trail
Orlando FL 32837
(855) 992-7333
www.worldwidecorals.com
Longwood
WORLD OF REEF
2100 Ronald Reagan Blvd #1020
Longwood, FL 32750
(407) 775 5238
www.worldofreef.com
OCEANS DIRECT
1155 W State Rd 434
Longwood, FL 32750
(407) 339-8883
http://oceansdirect.com
Hillsborough County

SOMETHINGFISHY
1977 Alafaya Trail #1091
Oviedo, FL 32765
(321) 765-4149
somethingfishytropicals.com
★ TOP SHELF AQUATICS

7250 Aloma Ave #102
Winter Park, FL 32792
(407) 677-7333
www.topshelfaquatics.com
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★ AQUAHOLIC AQUACULTURE

2908 Varn Acres Lane
Plant City FL 33565
www.aquaholicaquaculture.com

Tampa Bay Area
★ REEFDREAMZ

2176 Rivers Bend Ct.
Clearwater, FL 33763
(727) 430-3077
www.reefdreamz.com
West Palm Beach
★ REEF PRO

933 S Military Trail #E6
West Palm Beach, FL 33415
(561) 471-1008
http://reefprostore.com
Broward County
★ BLUE SEAS AQUARIUM

2750 N University Drive
Sunrise, FL 33322
(954) 452-4006
https://blueseasaquariums.com
★ SALTWATER247

2521 NW 16th Lane
Pompano Beach, FL 33064
(954) 647-8795
http://saltwater247.com

ANN YOANG/LIVING REEF ORLANDOM

While at MACNA, or when the conference winds down, take
the opportunity to visit the local aquarium shops that serve
the Greater Orlando area—or beyond. Florida has a number
of destination aquarium shops within striking distance.
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by Tim Lyons, M.Sc.

MASNA Aquaculture
& Conservation

Captive-bred
Conspicillatus
Angels at Poma
Labs, Vero
Beach, Florida.
Inset: Tim Lyons

Aquaculture is the fastest growing

sector of
food production on the planet, with a reach that extends
to nearly every country on the globe. Its products
provide a reliable source of protein to a vast number
of homes, support the livelihoods of tens of millions
worldwide, and generate advancements in the way we
produce our medicine, pharmaceutical products, and
energy. Looking to the future, aquaculture is expected
to play an increasingly important role amidst a growing
human population, wild fisheries that have reached or
are close to reaching maximum capacity, pollution, and
climate change.
In recent decades, marine ornamental aquaculture
has paralleled advances in our understanding of
aquaculture as a whole, fueled largely by emerging
technologies developed by the collective community of
scientists, industry leaders, and hobbyists that MASNA
supports. What once consisted of a dispersed group of
hobbyists housing bleached coral skeletons as decoration
in fish-only systems, the marine aquarium industry
has blossomed to support a diverse group of hobbyists
successfully housing a broad array of marine species
from diminutive fishes to reef-building corals. As of
2018, 358 species of marine ornamental fishes have been
successfully raised in aquaria, and 28 have been added in
the last year. This group is mainly comprised of gobies,
blennies, and damsels – all species that lay clutches of
eggs on the substrate, where they develop and hatch into
large, relatively well-developed larvae.
Conversely, species that rely on pelagic spawning
like wrasses, tangs, and anthias release smaller eggs
directly into the water column, which quickly hatch
into small, underdeveloped larvae that immediately
require live foods to survive. Given the difficult nature
of successfully raising these larvae in captivity, this
group of species has received less attention. However,
dedicated efforts to advance our knowledge in live
feeds production and larval nutrition have made major
strides in our ability to culture and provide larval fishes
with quality live food items at the commercial scale.
Scientists and aquaculturists continue to hone their
production methods for copepods, ciliates, and other
small prey items that will undoubtedly add to the list of
successfully cultured marine ornamental species moving
forward. These advances have contributed to several
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success stories in the past few years. Among them are the
yellow tang, Pacific blue tang, melanurus wrasse, Cuban
hogfish, borbonius anthias, several species of angelfish,
and a handful of butterflyfish.
As the marine ornamental industry progresses, it is
important to recognize these achievements, what they
represent, and encourage the continued development
of marine ornamental aquaculture as we grow as a
community. From a conservation perspective, success
in captive breeding reduces fishing pressures on wild
populations, promotes sustainable and ethical reefkeeping, and ultimately ensures the preservation of the
marine aquarium hobby for future generations. This is
especially important for species that have limited wild
ranges like the banggai cardinalfish, those that are already
facing the threat of overcollection, and those that are
harvested using destructive fishing practices like cyanide
application. From an industry perspective, developing
these technologies can reduce the cost of providing
quality animals to hobbyists, ensure a constant supply
of fishes to meet growing market demand, and have
the potential to encourage the growth of the marine
aquarium industry. From the perspective of the hobbyist,
advances in ornamental aquaculture provide a steady
supply of healthier, parasite free fishes that are adapted
to life in the home aquarium.
MASNA stands behind the collective efforts of
scientists, industry leaders, conservationists, and
hobbyists that are instrumental in driving the success
of marine ornamental aquaculture. In our celebration
of aquaculture for MACNA 2019, we would like to call
to action all researchers and practitioners of aquaculture
in a concerted effort to close the life cycle of additional
species of marine ornamental fishes, particularly those
that are popular within the aquarium trade. These
include the tangs, wrasses, and anthias, among many
others. We firmly believe that if we act together, the
marine aquarium industry will continue to grow and
exist in perpetuity. This year, join us as we celebrate
the many dedicated scientists, hobbyists, and industry
leaders in their commitment to furthering ornamental
aquaculture. ■
Tim Lyons, M.Sc., is Director of Conservation for the Marine
Aquarium Societies of North America (MASNA).

MATTHEW L. WITTENRICH/POMA LABS; INSET: TIM LYONS
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SPONSORS
S P O N S O R C AT E G O R Y

SPONSOR NAME

Event Sponsor

ICP-Analysis.com

1
LOGO

Banquet Sponsor

Kessil

Raffle Sponsor

Noopsyche

Program Book Sponsor

CoralVue

Keynote Speaker Sponsor

EcoTech Marine

Speaker Room Sponsor

Neptune Systems

Attendee/Exhibitor Badge Sponsor

Central Aquatics

Workshop Sponsor

Cobalt Aquatics

Attendee Lounge Sponsor

Fritz Aquatics

Saltwater Sponsor

Two Little Fishies

Conference Tote Sponsor

Rod’s Food

App Sponsor

Chemi-Pure

Aisle Sign Sponsor

LiveAquaria

Program Book Publisher

CORAL Magazine

Kid's Cove

Real Reef Solutions &
Planet Aquariums

MASNA

Ultra Coral Australia

Speaker Sponsors

Reef Nutrition
Seneye
SaltwaterAquarium.com
Biota Aquariums

Media Sponsors

ACI Aquaculture
Poseidon Flow Technologies
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CLIENT:

DESCRIPTION:

NEPTUNE SYSTEMS

LOGO DESIGN

IMPORTANT: CMA HAS CHECKED THIS ARTWORK FOR ACCURACY. FINAL APPROVAL
IS THE CLIENT’S RESPONSIBILITY. CMA DOES NOT ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY FOR
ANY ERRORS OR OMISSIONS AFTER ARTWORK HAS BEEN APPROVED

X Marks the Spot
Come Visit Kessil at Booth 124 to learn more
about our new products!
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“You can’t conserve what
you haven’t got....”
—Marjory Stoneman Douglas,
(1890-1998) Florida nature
crusader and author of
Everglades: River of Grass
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on the go
Dive into the breathtaking world of
coral reefs and astonishing marine
aquariums in a format as mobile as
you are!

MAGAZINE

Dwarf Angels
• New Tank Algae Control
• Skirmishing Shrimp
• Monster Reef Aquarium

| THE REEF & MARINE AQUARIUM MAGAZINE

Volume 12 • Number 4 | HERBIVORES
• FRAGGING PL ATE COR ALS • DWAR
F ANGELS PART III

CORAL is now available on your smart
phone, Kindle, or tablet (Apple or
Android).

| THE REEF & MARINE AQUARIUM

MARCH/APRIL 2015

Get the App now!

| THE
REE

Herbivores

The Best (and Worst) Grazing
Animals for Your Reef
• Fragging Plate Corals
• Dwarf Angels, Part III
• Dutch Reef Alchemy
JULY/AUGUST 2015

F & MA

RINE

Jellyfish

• Dwar
• Maxi- f Angelfish
es
• Tank Mini Anem II
-Raised
on
Trigge es
rfish

MAY/

Apple, the Apple logo, iPad and iPhone are trademarks of Apple, Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. App Store is a service mark of Apple, Inc.
Android and Google Play are trademarks of Google Inc.
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Booth #716
DELTEC IS BACK IN AMERICA
i-Series Skimmers

CR-Twin Tech

Newly Developed Emergency Overflow System
Prevents the collection cup from overflowing!

Introduced by Reefbuilders as the
“Supercar of Calcium Reactors”

A DIFFERENT kind of aquarium...
GET READY FOR A BRAND NEW EXPERIENCE!
Live Jellyfish in all-inclusive kits
Perfect for ANY space in your home

